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Citizens hopeful after Haitian coup

— News In Brief
Superintendent Brock cuts 58
vacant positions in education
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Fifty-eight vacant positions in the Kentucky Department of Education have been abolished, state schools
Superintendent John Brock said in a statement today.
Brock said the jobs were abolished because we didn't need them
and we wanted to get them off the books."
Additional positions are expected to be abolished as they become
vacant through retirements and resignations, the statement said.
All but one of the 58 jobs cited today were merit-system positions. If
those jobs had been filled, the employees could not have been fired
without legal cause, under Kentucky law.
"We are committed to a continuing reduction of Frankfort-based
administrative staff," Brock said in the statement.
"These positions were vacant, we didn't need them, and we wanted
to get them off the books," Brock said. "Sometimes when vacancies
exist on paper, they tend to be filled and they tend to attract job
applicants.
The department is operating under a hiring freeze, which allows
only vacancies deemed critical to be filled, the statement said. Such
positions are being filled through internal transfers when possible, it
said.
The department has 667 full-time, permanent employees in
Frankfort, down from 750 when Brock took office in January, the
statement said.

Elsewhere
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

RANGOON, Burma — Demonstrators march into Rangoon and
shooting is heard after Burma's armed forces chief ousts the country's first civilian president in 26 years and imposes a curfew.
Analysts fear a bloody, popular uprising.
JERUSALEM — Israel today successfully launched test satellite
Horizon-I, the space agency announced. It was believed to be the first
._stagimga pm -ram aiMPfi at puttink a spy,satellite in'whit_
WASHINGTON — The Senate is taking final action on plans to
phase out tariffs between the United States and Canada and end a
variety of other trade barriers.
COZUMEL, Mexico --People who depend for their livelihood on
tourist dollars wonder how they will survive now that Hurricane
Gilbert has devastated the Yucatan Peninsula, which accounts for
one-fourth of Mexico's tourist trade.
THE WESTERN U.S. — The long-awaited autumn,weather and
snow is helping cool a record fire season in the northern Rockies, but
officials say the worst is yet to come in hotter areas such as
California.

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP)
— Advocates of democratrc
reform expressed hope that
Haiti's new military leaders would
open a dialogue with the people
after ousting Lt. Gen. Henry Namphy, who ran the country for more
than two years.
Brig. Gen. Prosper Avril, the
army's chief administrative officer, went on national television
Sunday and declared himself
president of the Western

As of Sept.8

hemisphere's most impoverished
nation.
He said Namphy was ousted by
the 1,000-man Presidential Guard
Saturday night because it was
"sickened" by his rule, which was
marked by a tolerance for the
murder of government opponents.
Avril was a military adviser to
Jean-Claude Duvalier before the
dictator's February 1986 flight into
exile and has since managed to ally himself with the prevailing

forces in the 7,000-man military.
The government said an
unspecified number of soldiers
were reported killed in the coup,
and Namphy was sent to the
Dominican Republic, which
shares the island of Hispaniola
with Haiti.
Port-au-Prince appeared calm
Sunday night, though the U.S. and
Canadian embassies advised their
citizens to stay off tile streets.
Small groups of people milled in

A job 'well done'
Erwin honored with roast
Otis H. "Hamp-". Erwin has
Murray State representatives
who showered Erwin with acdone well. And now he may also
colades and stung him with a few
be well done.
good-natured barbs included
His friends and -colleagues
President Kala M. Stroup and
turned up the heat at a roast and
retirement dinner planned in his
Dr. John A. Thompson, dean of
honor by the Kentucky Small
the College of Business and
Business Development Center
Public Affairs.
(SBDC I program in Lexpgton
Dr. Stroup was in Lexington
for a meeting of the National
on Monday evening, Septjt2.
SBDC Advisory Board, which is
Some 80 people gathered to
responsible for SBDC programs
pay tribute to Erwin, director of
the West Kentucky SBDC at
nationwide. She is one of two
Murray State University for the
university president on the ninepast seven years, and to 'member board. Several others
acknowledge the work he has
on the board also attended the
_4 Anne with small busino_gspa ginep_ --E-zwin roast.
Erwin, who received several
1969. He will retire Sept. 30.
Among those who turned out
awards-and recognitions during
for the evening were Jerry
the evening, called the getOwen, state director of the SBDC
together "one of the nicest things
program, and Bill Federhofer,
that ever happened to me."
director of the U.S. Small
He began his work to _provide
Business Administration in
{C,ont'd on page 2)
Kentucky.

in
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Otis H."'lamp" Erwin

Governor makes no appointments to boards
Vocational-Technical, Adult
Education and Vocational
Rehabilitation Services.
Laws took effect July 15 that
established the voc-ed board as
well as the Kentucky Educational
Savings Plan Trust. Some
legislators said they had expected
Wilkinson to make the appointments that month.
"I would certainly be upset if he

hadn't done it by the time we're into the special session (planned for
January to .discuss the governor's
education proposals(," Deskins
said. "I would certainly think that
if he can call us into special session, he can carry out the orders
we gave him by legislative directive" in the regular session.
Rep. Clayton Little, D-Hartley,
chief sponsor of -the voc-ed bill,

Prepared pooches
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Tonight: Cloudy with scattered thunderstorms. Low in
the mid 60s. South wind around
10 mph. Probability of rain 50
percent.
Tuesday: A 20 percent'
chance of morning thunder:
showers. Becoming partly
cloudy during the afternoon
High 80 to 85

LAKE LEVELS
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

359.4
359.3

said he is concerned about the
delay. "If he (Wilkinson t doesn't
soon appoint one, I'm going to
prod and see if we can't get one
appointed."
Deskins. Brock and the chairman of the state Board of Education, Henry E. Pogue, all said the
lag in appointing the voc-ed board
has created no major problems

Candidates
lighten load
for debates

LNDEX

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times-by 5. 30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Satur•
day are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m
Monday through Friday, or
330 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

the streets and traffic was light
Television and radio stations
resumed their normal
programming.
The airport, which was closed
Sunday, was expected to reopen
today.
But for the four-month civilian
presidency of Leslie Manigat,
which ended in June with a
bloodless coup, Namphy had run
Haiti since Duvalier's departure.
(Cont'd on page 2)

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) —
Legislators say they are beginning
to become concerned that Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson has not yet appointed members to two
education-related boards created
by this year's General Assembly.
"I'm not upset yet," said Rep.
Herbie Deskins, D-Pikeville, who
co-sponsored legislation creating
the Kentucky Board for

Smoke from forest fires

MISS YOUR PAPER?

35 CENTS

Holly Barnes, left, and Molly Willis prepare their dogs, Daisy and Rainbow, respectively, for the pet parade
during the PAWS Pet Fair held Saturday at the depot at the Murray-Calloway County City Park. The proceeds
from the fair went to the local humane society. Barnes is the daughter of Cynthia and Tanny Barnes. Willis is
the daughter of Marilyn and James Willis.
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RICHARD L. I ERN.4(1
Associated Press Writer
Democrat Michael Dukakis_
heads South today, while
Republican George Bush makes a
day trip to Pennsylvania as the
two candidates open a week of
relatively light campaigning so
they can get ready for their
crucial first televised debate.
While Bush's only public appearance Sunday was to go to
church in Washington, his surrogates were attacking Dukakis,
with one, GOP Rep. Newt
Gingrich of Georgia, calling the
Democratic presidential nominee
"nuts"
Bush today was to nieet with
Philadelphia's Roman Catholic
Archbishop Anthony Bevilaqua
and retired Cardinal John Krol
during a campaign swing through
,Pennsylvania that was bringing
'him back to Washington early in
the afternoon.
, Dukakis was flying to Little
Rock, Ark., to deliver a speech
before heading on to Houston. He
planned to return to Boston on
(Cont'd on page ti
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West continues to battle fires in mountains
By DAM FOSTER
California and southern Oregon,
.Associated Press Writer
where the peak fire season is just
The long-awaited autumn starting, more than 5 million acres
weather and snow is helping cool a may burn this year, a survey of
record fire season in the northern firefighting officials shows.
Rockies, but officials say the
California has "critical drought
worst is yet to come in hotter conditions over most of the state,''
areas such as California
says Karen Terrill, a
Wildfires have burned over 4 1 spokeswoman for the California
million acres of forest and brush Department of Forestry and Fire
this summer in the West and Protection.
Alaska, the worst fire season in 30
Conditions rival those of last
years, according to the Boise In- year, when about 800,000 acres of
teragency Fire Center, which California timber and brush burncoordinates the firefighting.
ed in the state's worst fire season
If hot, dry weather persists in since the 1920s, she said.

Local man arrested Friday
•
David Andrew Pace, 21, F-33
Mur-Cal Apartments, was arrested Friday afternoon and
charged with 40 counts of unlawful
transaction with a minor, according to a spokesman for the Murray Police Department.
The arrest was the result of a

week-long investigation by Murray Police Detective Charles
Peeler and Patrolman Rickey
Latimer.
Peeler said no further information could be released at this time.
Pace is lodged in the Calloway
County Jail.

House charged after accident
Willard H. House, 61, Fox
Meadows, was charged with first.
degreewanton endangerment and
DUI after he struck a bicyclist
head on with his car Friday at approximately 7:30 p.m. on Glendale
Road, according to a spokesperson
for the Murray Police
Department.

House was east bound on Glendale Road when he struck Charles
W. Moser Sr., 34, of Zimmerman
Apartments, the spokesperson
said.
Moser was listed in critical condition at Western Baptist Hospital
in Paducah this morning.

County woman dies in wreck
Ruth L. Rasberry, 76, New Concord was pronounced dead on,the
scene after she failed to negotiate
a curve on Kentucky 444, five and
a half miles south of New Concord
Sunday at approximately 3:15
p.m.. according to a spokesman to
the Kentucky State Police.
Rasberry was traveling south on
Kentucky 444, failed to negotiate
the curve, ran off the roadway,

struck two trees and overturned,
the spokesman said.
She was pronounced dead by
Calloway County Coroner Ricky
Edwards. The Murray Fire
Department rescue unit responded and used the jaws of life to
remove the victim.
The accident was investigated
by KSP Trooper Scott Barrow

A fire near Sacramento last
week burned more than 52 square
miles, destroying 97 homes and
forcing thousands to evacuate
Firefighters said that fire was
nearly contained by Wednesday.
but two other blazes in northern
California this weekend burned 15
homes and forced hundreds of people to evacuate.
Nine homes burned to the
ground 15 miles west of Vacaville,
southwest of Sacramento, and six
were destroyed 20 miles east of
Redding, officials said.
In the northern Rockies, the
autumn chill has taken some fury
out of the area's worst recorded
fire season in history. Fires have
charred nearly 1.5 million acres in
Yellowstone National Park and
adjacent national fofests in Montana, Wyoming and Idaho.
The force fighting Yellowstone's
fires has dropped to 6,700 from a
peak of about 9,500 firefighters
and support workers earlier this
month, Young said.
"I would say that, perhaps, with
luck, we are past the peak in the
Yellowstone area. But we've still
got a ways to go," said Arnold
Hartigan, a spokesman at the
Boise center.
Twenty-one fires covering nearly 2 million acres still burn in -six

Coup...
(Cont'd from page 1)
heading a military-led junta until
Manigat was elected in January in
junta-run balloting that was widely boycotted.
On Nov. 29, independently run
elections were thwarted by armed
thugs supported by the army who
killed 34 people at the polls.
And a week before the coup,
about 20 men armed with
machetes, handguns and steel
pikes attacked a Roman Catholic
Church during a Mass being
celebrated by the Rev. Jean Bertrand Aristide, a vocal critic of the

Namphy government. Thirteen
people were killed and 77
wounded.
Opposition leaders blamed the
government for the attack and
another church burning two days
later.
Heavy gunfire was heard in the
capital Saturday night shortly
before the-coup, but Susan Clyde,
spokeswoman for the U.S. Embassy here, said "it appeared to be
mainly celebratory shooting in the
air, nobody shooting at anyone or
anything."
Frantz•Lubin, Haiti's director of
information, said an unspecified
number of soldiers were killed.
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HOW "WET" IS "WET"?
• • • • • • •:
•

Here are the quotas and the number of alcohol licenses
issued in comparable "wet" towns:
Drink Licenses
Taverns
* issued (Quota)
Paducah/
McCracken Co.

Package Liquor
Stores
' 0 Issued-40mm)

Beer Licenses
(No Quotas)
I issued

27

(25)

•

41

(27)

26

(26)

- 31

(29)

Bowling Green

25

. (341

28

(37)

155

Richmond

21

-4811
- ,...-

23

(23)

64

Fulton Co.

(4th Class City)

14

( 3)

42

??

??

(13)

Hoirkinsvilla/
Christian Co.
. •_ -

144
,
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-MURRAY

(12)

..etters

states, Hartigan said. Some of the
Yellowstone firefighters have
been diverted to a 257,000-acre
blaze in west-central Montana.
Here is a breakdown of states hit
hardest by fire this year:
— Alaska: Nearly 2.2 million
acres of sparsely populated land
burned, in the state's worst fire
season since 1977, the Bureau of
Land Management said.
—Wyoming: Five major fires
still out of control have charred
more than 1.2 million acres, Hartigan said.
— Montana: The forest fire
season usually slows down by now,
but five major fires remain uncontained. More than 606,000 acres
has burned, much of it in forests
just north of Yellowstone, Young
said.- - • —Idaho: Six major fires covering nearly 200,000 acres remain
uncontained, Hartigan said.
—California: Six major fires
have burned nearly 63,000 acres
and the peak fire season is just
warming up, officials said.
—Washington: One major fire
has burned more than 53,000 acres
in and around the Wenatchee National Forest.
— Oregon: One major fire has
burned about 5,000 acres of the
Willamette National Forest.
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Getting wet for PAWS
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'Fsgures from. KY Alcohohc Beverage Control Boarg,
Frankton
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Richmond
vior
Quota filled
• ")

Recer
respoi

Anthony Miller, 13, reacts to a sponge being thrown at him during the
PAWS Pet Fair Saturday at the depot in the Murray-Calloway County
Park. The proceeds of the fair went to the local humane society.
Staff photo by Scott

Three people received injuries
the Murray-Calloway County
in a two-car accident Saturday at
Hospital.
the intersection of U.S. 641 north
Butler and a passenger in his
and Center Drive at approximatecar, Muriel Ellison, 62, were not
ly 7 p.m., according to a report
injured, the report indicated.
from the Murray Police
Department.
According to the report, Roy
Butler, 70, of Rt. 1, Murray, pulled
(Cont'd from page 1)
into the path of a north-bound vehiTuesday after a stop in Bowling
cle on U.S. 641 driven by Nancy
Green, Ky.
Jessup, 17, of Marion.
The Massachusetts governor
Jessup and two passengers in
spent last week outlining his views
her car, Christa Raley, 18, and
Kay Spurrier, 18, both of Murray. on foreign policy and defense
issues, both of which are conwere all treated,and released at
sidered to be political weaknesses
for him.
In a speech Sunday to the
California Republican Convention,
Gingrich accused Dukakis of be(Cont'd from page 1)
ing a "left-winger" who opposes
assistance to small businesses in
weapons systems supported by.
1969 soon after retiring as an Air
•
Bush.
Force pilot after 27 years of ser- _ "It's _not
_that_ Dukakis isn't a.
vice. He worked out of the Center
patriot. It's that Dukakis is nuts,"
for Business Development at the
Gingrich said. "His value system
University of Kentucky.
'has no relation to reality."
When the Small Business
Dukakis spokesman Mark
Development Center program in
Gearan rtsponded by saying,
Kentucky was developed asp
' "Americans are increasingly tiroutgrowth of the UK Center for
ing of Gingrich's one-liners."
Business Development in 1981,
"His attempt with innuendo and
Erwin became the director of the
lies and misrepresentation of the
center at Murray State, which
governor's position is typical of his
serves the Purchase, Pennyrile
nasty approach," Gearan said.
and Green River Area DevelopBush and Dukakis both have
ment Districts.
lightened their calendars in
Murray State is one of several
preparation for their face-to-face
universities in Kentucky which. meeting next Sunday
night in
have contracts to provide SBDC
Winston-Salem, N.C., the first of
services through the program
two televiseB debates between the
administered by UK.
presidential candidates.

Candidates...

Bowling Green
Under Quota
•
Fulton County
Quota filled
(and more)

Murray
Unknown ?
•
11..V

Murray will have 25 liquor licenses
and an unlimited number of beer licenses.

Those in the Know

VOTE NO Sept. 2.7
I,,r
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SALE
33.88
I'm tired of fashion
waves that come and
go, and permanent
waves that don't hold
firm. That's why I've
decided on a Quantum*
perm by Helene Curtis.
It leaves my hair looking
and feeling wonderful,
and can even take the
heat of my blow dryer,
hot rollers and crimping
iron. Now that's definitely
worth raving about!
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Perfll poce mcludes shampoo
haircut and style
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September 21
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More Salon Savings.
"Complete the Look"
contInu,-is Just
purchase $50 or more of
Fall Wardrobe Sale
merchandise and
receive 20% off regular
salon services
ciiwtocoo, eels. erpees Monday

....:•:.
..........

Oetobew 31

The Styling Salon at
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
For An Appointment
0 ION. Jahowero Csompeny,e.

JCPenney
Chostnu1 Hills • Murray
Salon Mon -Fri. 5-11
Hours Saturday 5-4
Sunday 1-5
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*PERSPECTIVE
Letters To The Editor

Recent letter draws
response from reader
Dear Editor:
I was very moved and motivated
by the September 6 letter to the
editor from Carol Trevathari to the
Murray Ledger & Times. I could
not write such a masterpiece if I
worked on it for weeks; however,
I do want to respond to a few points
In reference to the letter.
In the first place, I, too, am
astonished... "at the certainty with
which many obviously UN-Biblical
opinions are put forth as being the
Christian viewpoint." I also find it
UN-Christian to pad a dry-league
budget and pay for newspaper ads
and airtime with contributions
from what I believe are some liquor
and beer interests. I understand
that one of the earlier "Dry" letters
to the editor was written by an
alleged bootlegger. I personally
think this is shameful! To borrow
a phrase from the letter,"What do
people think they teach their
children when they preach and vote
for a dry Murray" when they support their quest with funds
generated from alcohol sales and
have letters promoting a Dry Murray that are written by an alleged
bootlegger? Such a practice is the
ultimate in ludricrous hypocrisy!
I have lived in Murray since my
children were three and seven
years old. During the past eighteen
years, I have interacted with young
people in both professional and informal settings. Over this time, I
have observed that alcohol has
always been available to those who
want it and I do not think that one
more drop would be consumed over
the long run if Murry were wet. I
do think, as the. letter writer so
wisely hints, that if alcohol were
not the "forbidden fruit" ... then
young people wouldn't have to

"prove" to anyone that they could
"get liquor" and they would be
more likely to use it in moderation.
Drinking responsibly should result
in cleaner streets and yards and a
more beautiful community.
How can anyone drive on our city or county roads and deny that
beer is consumed in large quanties? Much of that beer is obtained
by going "South" or by driving to
Paducah or Fulton. The legal sale
of alcohol in Murray should make
our roads safer for our young people and the rest of us, whether we
drink or not.
Finally I believe Murray is a
beautiful town that is inhabited
with beautiful people. Just as I feel
that our young people will be safer
and drink more moderately if we
legalize the sale of alcohol in Murray, I also feel that the people of
Murray will prevent "Topless
Bars" on any corner or drunks
from rolling in our streets. In 1987,
Murray was named the No. 1
Retirement Community in the Nation. While in three of the six
categories specified, Murray was
ranked the top twenty out of 131
communities, our worst ranking
was 93rd in Leisure Living.
Perhaps we can sustain our No. 1
status and improve upon our 93rd
ranking in Leisure Living if we
become a community with the option of purchasing alcohol legally in
Murray rather than forcing our
good people to live according to
beliefs and standards that they do
not share. VOTE YES - so alcohol
is purchased legally.
Sincerely,
Dee Ann Umar
1501 Clayshire
Murray, Ky 42071

Letter takes dry side of issue
Dear Editor:
Please place my name along
side of the others that have written
in for the dry side in the upcoming
referendum.
I have lived in Murray and
Calloway County all my life and it
is a great place to live. I believe
that the ones who are advocating a
wet county are not looking for the
best for Murray and Calloway
County but are looking instead on-

ly to monetary gain.
All people interested in keeping
Murray the beautiful, serene, and
peaceful place it is, PLEASE cast
your vote on September 27th and
vote NO on this all important
issue. It will not only affect us but
the next generation also.
Thank you:
Juanita Self
P.O. Box 753
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Writer expresses views on
consequences of a wet city
Dear Editor:
As a parent and recent
newcomer to Murray, I would like
to express my view on the consequences of Murray going wet.
Having lived in both wet and dry
communities, I think we can all
agree that problem drinkers will
find a way to get their alcohol,
regardless of where they live.
The fact that this is happening in
Murray as well as in the wet areas
does not mean we should ignore
their plight. We need to "identify,

apprehend and provide help" to
these individuals, rather than
leaving them free to roam our
streets.
Taxes on the "legal" sale of
alcohol in Murray would provide
the funds needed to do this. At present the taxes are leaving the community, but the problem drinkers
remain.
Sincerely,
Matthew Ehlhardt
2219 Quail Creek
Murray, Ky. 42071

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and en
couraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's address and phone number must be included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor: The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
The cut-off date for letters to the editor on the Wet-Dry referendum
will be Tuesday, Sept. 20, a week prior to the voting. Due to the volume
of the letters and time involved in composition, this date will be the last
day to submit letters on the Wet-Dry issue.
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Getting to the bottom of love in the '80s
Every so often, a real-life love
story comes along that really
strums the heartstrings.
I've been avidly following one
such story as it has unfolded in the
gossip columns, People magazine
and other lofty Journals.
It's the romance between
Brigitte Nielsen, a tall blond actress, and Mark Gastineau, a football player formerly employed by
the New York Jets.
The romance has been
tempestuous. One day their
publicists say it's on and will soon
marry. But before the newspaper
ink is even dry, the romance is off
and they will part with sad
regrets. Currently it is on.
And there are obstacles, as any
tempestuous romance requires.
Such as the football player getting
rid of his present wife, who is being stubborn.
But the most intriguing part of
this love story — actually two
parts — is how they affirmed their
engagement.
As a symbol of their lifelong
commitment, each had the other's
names within a heart, tattooed-en
their buttocks.
They decided on buttock tattoos,
rather than the more mundane
engagement ring, because a tattoo
is permanent. You can always
pawn a ring. But you can't pawn a
buttock.
In trying to keep up with this
romance, we called Joel Brokaw,
who is Ms. Nielsen's publicist in
New York. We asked if he had
ever seen the tattoos.
"No, I don't get that personal,"
Mr. Brokaw said. "The sports
writers can go in the locker room
and see Mr. Gastineau's. But I
don't know my client, Ms. Nielsen,
well enough."
A pity. It would be a fine professional perk.
Nor did the publicist know who
applied the tattoos, and if the loving couple had them done
simultaneously, possibly while
holding hands.
"It's not an area I have any information on," he said.
So we called a few tattoo parlors
to see if this sort of thing is
common.
I was surprised to learn that it is
Especially among women.
Pete Collurafici, who owns the
Tattoo Factory in Chicago, said
"In the last 10 years, I think I've
done a couple of thousand
buttocks."
Matching? For couples who are
in love?
"The man usually has his on his
arm. The woman gets hers On her
buttocks. Maybe its because
women don't want anyone to see,
it."
Yes, modesty is a feminine

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Almost 24,000 county tax bills
representing $1,958,262 tax money
available to local government are
now payable at County Sheriff's
office. The bills went into the mail
on Sept. 18.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Bailey, Aug.
27; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Grace, Sept. 10; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Bryant Burkeen,
Sept. 15.
Twenty years ago
Nine persons were fined in the
City Court of City Judge William
H. (Jake) Dunn this week.
Mike Keller and Bob Forrest
spoke about "Youth conference on
Juvenile Delinquency" which they
attended at Richmond at a
meeting of Murray Optimist Club
Betsy Howton, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. E.B. Howton, is a
member of the faculty of Western
State University, Bowling Green.
Thirty years ago
Joe Overby, son of Mr. and Mrs
Rue Overby, received his Eagle
Badge, and Harold Shoemaker,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W.D
Shoemaker, received his Gold
Palm, two steps above Eagle
Rank, at a Court of Honor held by
Boy Scout Troop 45.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Bobby Dunn, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cathey,
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Jones
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe 13
McWhorter.
Forty years ago
Registration at Murray State
College is about 1,400 students as
of noon on Sept. 18, according to
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, MSC
president.
Anna Diltz Holton and Charles
Hughes Hamlin were married
Sept. 4 at the home or her sister,
Mrs. Edward B. Sudhoff and Mr
Sudhoff, Cincinnati, Ohio.

also decorated many a bottom
But he described an even more
unusual symbol of love.
"I had a couple of punkers come
in. She wanted a tattoo of his teeth
marks on her arm. So he bit on her
forearm really hard. The impression stayed there for quite a while,
and I outlined the teeth marks in
red ink.
An interesting social insight was
made by a Hollywood tattooist.
While tattoos are popular
among southern Californians, they
seldom have names put on their
.
bodies.
We have a lot of people who
want a heart or a flower in a
private spot, but not names," said
Greg _James of the Sunset Strip
Tattoo Studio.
"Would you want someone's
name tattooed on you? Of course
not. Just because they love
somebody, people don't want a
name branded to them."
This attitude could mean that
Californians aren't into lifetime
commitments the way others are.
And maybe that's wise. If, for ex-

virtue.
"Or," he said, "a woman gets it
on a part of her body that she
wants to draw attention to. Maybe
she thinks she has a great a--."
And have the ones you've worked on been great a--es?
"Not all. Sometimes they have
real big a--es. Of course, that's my
personal opinion. Some guys
might like real big a--es."
I would think that would be
helpful if one of them has a real
long name. For example, if a lady
wanted a heart and the words "I
love Chester P. Gershenweiller
Jr.," a bit of girth would be useful.
Another tattooist, Bob Olson, of
Custom Tattooing in Chicago, has

ample, Mark and Brigitte break
up for good, perish the thought,
how will she explain her tattoo to
someone she might meet in the
future? She can't just say: -Oh,
Mark was just a friend.''
A solution was suggested by
Greg Lamont, who runs the Lake
Geneva 1Wis. Tattooing Co.
"I had a couple come in. She had
his name on her shoulder blade.
And he had her name on his back.
"But then they got into divorce
proceedings. They asked me to
tattoo the word 'void' through
each one's name. "When I finished with her, she
turned to him and said: 'Now I'm
really through with you, you
S.O.B."'
So I suppose that's something
Brigitte and Mark could consider,
if they ever part for good, heaven
forbid.
And if some other fellow asks
Brigitte: "I hate to get personal,
but why do you have the word
'void' on your bottom?" she can
say:
"Oh, my bank did it."
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Two Day Sale
Sale Prices Effective
Tuesday 9/20 and Wednesday 9/21
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_MURRAY TODAY
Baby, dismissals
listed Thursday .
by the hospital

Murr

I

Newborn admission

Darnell baby boy. parents.
Shaun and Mac, Rt. 3, Box 362,
Murray
Dismissals
Daniel Crowden. 1508 Doran
Rd., Murray; Mrs. Melinda Stone,
Rt. 1, Box 762, Dexter;
Mrs. Deanna Canter. Rt. 1, Box
175, Murray; J.T. Cavitt. Bo4 83,
Fulton; William Wheeler, Box
31A, New Concord;
L.D. Foster, G1 Murray Manor,
Murray; Mrs. Ruby Hargis, 1205
Poplar St Murray

Music meeting Tuesday

BOBBY WOLFF
A cagey West taught South a lesson about the play of today's slam.
Some "successful" finesses turn out
to be more successful than others.
South won his club ace and
crossed to dummy's diamond jack
to push the trump jack through
East. East followed, South finessed
and West ducked smoothly for an
finesse.
successful
apparently
Greedily South then pushed through
dummy's spade 10, and when East
discarded, it was time for South to
turn green. There was nothing to do
but let it ride to West's king, and
when West punched out the club
queen. the slam Was dead. South had
to ruff with a high honor, sending
the slam down one.
South , makes the slart),. if .he
doesn't get carried away wittAvinfling all 13 tricks. Instead of leading
dummy'( trump 10 after winning
the first' trump finesse, he should
lead a low one to his queen. West
wins the king (it does no good to hold
Scenes from Playhouse in the Park production of -Guys and Dolls"
up again), but South retains control
were presented at the last meeting of the Music Department of the Murof the trump suit, limiting West to
ray Woman's Club. Pictured, top photo, from left, dolls, are Terri
only one trump trick.
Delancey, Nancy Schempp, Holly Bloodworth, Media Faith Erickson
When West leads the club queen.
and Robin Buser; and bottom photo, guys,are Allen Williams, Pete LanSouth can ruff with his ace and ficaster and Bill Phillips. New officers installed for 1988-89 were Frannesse against West's trump nine to
suelle Cole, chairman, Jane Snead, vice chairman, Helen Wilcox,
claim The rest of the tricks.
secretary, and Pat Weatherly, treasurer. The department will have a
9-19-A
NORTH
salad supper on Tuesday, Sept. 20, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house with
J 10 87
Mrs. Cole, Sharon Furches, Eddie Mae Outland, Marge Shown, Mrs.
J8
Mrs. Wilcox and Jan Viilson as hostesses.
Weatherly,
•A J 9
47 6 5 4
able to give you some relief. If so,
EAST
WEST
then a nerve operation might benefit
+2
4K 96 3
you. If not, severing the nerve will
IP
4
7
2
V653
not relieve your pain. For
.-probably
•8 6 2
+7543
more information: I am sending you a
4J 9 8 3 2
4 K Q 10
copy of my Health Report, "Living..
SOUTH
Peter
with Chronic Pain." Other readers
40 A Q 5 4
who would like a copy should send $1
M.D.
Gott,
A K Q 109
and their name and address to PO.
•K Q 10
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
4A
Be sure to mention the title.
Vulnerable Both
DEAR DR! GOTT: During the winDealer South
ter I have so much electricity in my
The bidding:
body I get shocked, regardless of what
South
West
East
Nortb
I touch. I've tried rubber-soled shoes,.
2
Pass
2 NT
Pass
but no luck.
DEAR READER: Actually, static
3+
4+
Pass
Pass
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
electricity is not in your body, it's on
6+
Pass
All pass
5.
Opening lead Club king
DEAR DR. GOTT. I've had spheno- your body. When humidity is low and
neuritis on the right side of you walk across carpeting, the action
palatine
LEAD WITH THE ACES
my face since 1967 Several ENTs are of your shoes brushing against the
9-19-H
suggesting severing the neFves. Is material causes the formation of a
South holds •8 6 2
static charge. When you touch an obthere another remedy?
V K7
of opposite charge (or ground),
ject
DEAR READER: Neuritis is
•J 10 9 2
the static electricity on your skin
malfunction
specific
by
a
of
marked
+9853
nerve or set of nerves, causing numb- jumps to the object, causing a spark.
West
South
North
East
ness, weakness and (sometimes) pain. This is completely harmless and
2•
Pass
Pass
1•
This malfunction can be the result of poses no health hazard whatsoever.
Pass
Pass
3•
4 NT
compression of the nerve (by
injury,
5
5 NT
Pass
Pass
Because rubber tends to increase
tissue that pinches), poor circulation
the buildup of static electricity, rubPass
Pass
Pass
6•
deficiencies
nutritional
to the nerve,
ber-soled shoes make for bigger and
ANSWER: Heart seven. Make de- and infection.
clarer commit on the heart finesse
If you have a chronic pain syn- better sparks.(Remember when, as a
before he realizes he has a diamond drome and the doctors have ruled out child, you rubbed balloons on the cara treatable cause for your symptoms, pet, then they stuck to the wall? This
loser
a nerve-severing operation may be was static electricity.) Your best bet
to avoid this unwelcome stimulation
your best hope.
However, before consenting to sur- is to increase the humidity in your
gery. you should ask the doctors about house during the winter months
the possibility of temporarily numbHumidifiers will help. They will
ing the nerve with an injection of anesthetic. The spheno-palatine nerve also protect your furniture from befrom getlies close to the cheek bones on either coming unglued, your piano
on your
paint
the
and
tune
of
out
ting
area
side of the face By injecting the
these phearound the nerve, a surgeon may be walls from cracking. All
nomena are caused by excessive
dryness.
(End of Summer)
Thurs., S)opiTTSIK- thru
We5k`, Sept. 21st
753 3314 1008 CHESTNUT
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Ladies' events to be at Oaks Club
Ladies' day -events at Oaks
Country Club on Wednesday, Sept.
21, will include a luncheon, bridge
'
and golf.
A luncheon will be served at 12
noon with Helen King and Robbie
LaMastus as co-chairmen of the
hostesses.
Other hostesses will include
Beauton Brandon, Berlene
Brewer, Hazel Beale, Marlene
Beach, Martha Broach,' Bobby

Burks, Shirley Carpenter, Anita
Thornton, Linda Wright, Shelba
Barnett, Juanita Stallons, Geneva
Brownfield, Polly Seale, Mable
'Rogers, Mirriam Ferguson,
Beverly Fridy, Janice Nesbitt and
Gene Wrather.
Bridge with Shirley Martin,
753-6992, as hostess will be played
at 9:30 a.m.
A Best Ball Golf Scramble with
Mable Rogers as golf hostess will

'
St

Various remedies
can help neuritis
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Celebrates second birthday
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A NIGHTMARE ON
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EMPORIA, Kan. (AP) — Her
fiance was thousands of miles
away in West Germany, hut that
didn't stop Winifred Valente from
getting married.
Wearing a white lace wedding
Kala Ann Potts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Potts of Murray, gown and with her maid of honor
celebrated her second birthday on Monday. Aug. 29, with a party with
and the best man at her side, she
eight friends present. Kala is the granddaughter of Mr.and Mrs. Martin
exchanged vows Sunday, Sept. 11,
Bailey of Murray and Shelby and Barbara Potts of Kirksey; and the
with Wayne Martinez by longgreat-granddaughter of Mrs. Louise Baileyof Murray.
distance telephone hookup at a
James McNeill Whistler, best friend's home.
The Rev. Arlene Smith held the
known for the famous portrait of
'1110k.
phone as the couple recited their
his
was
mother.
in
born
1834.
Qr4:••••
vows. About 15 family members
and friends listened to the
ceremony over a speaker phone.
Martinez, stationed with the
U.S. Army in Hamburg, West Germany, has known Valente about
five years. The couple talked
for
-!.
about getting married when Martinez was home on leave recently,
but "he wasn't ready lo get married," she said.
However, he called Friday and
suggested they get married over
Register for Docir Prize
8 p.m.
5
the phone because they wouldn't
( 1 984 )lynipic Silver Dollar)
be able to see each other for a
year.
6 Miles We.st of Murray on KY 94 at
Mrs. Martinez hopes the government will ship her and their
Lynn drove Community - 05-4202
(Next to Roy's Pharmacy)
household goods to Germany by
QefirAen1
Silli21 bonna Paul
Christmas.
Olympic Plaza
"Well get married again in a
753-0900
/OH
church once I get there." she said.

for

(Excluding Halloween &
Christmas Items &
Wooden Calenders)

Tues., .2,ept.. 20, 1988

,
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start at 9:30 a.m. The line-up is as
follows:
Tee 12 — Sue Lamb. Doris Rose,
Anita Gilmore, Bronda Parker,
Mary Wells and Pam Williams:
Tee 13 — Berlene Brewer, Jennifer Crouse, Nancy Rogers, Linda Roach, Sallyann Sawyer and
Debbie Ray;
Tee 14 — Shirley Wade,, Sue
Stone, Sue _Wells, crystal Parks,
Florence Hensley and Denay
Hargrove;
Tee 15 — Irene Woods, Joan
Honefanger, Pat McClain, Mary
C. Lamb, Lee Christenberry and
Kathryn Outland;
Tee 16 — Grace James, Ada
Roberts, Shelba Barnett, Hazel
Beale, Martha Broach and Linda
Oliver;
Tee 17 — Vickie Oliver, Mable
Rogers, Melva- Hatcher, Erma
Tuck, Debbie Kreamer and Isabel
Parks.
Winners of play on Wednesday,
Sept. 14, have been released by
Isabel Parks and Sallyann,
Sawyer, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight — Sue
Lamb, first, Laura Parker,
second:
First flight — Sue Wells, first.,
Bronda Parker, second;
Second flight — Melva Hatcher,
first, Erma Tuck, second;
Third flight — Mary Wells, first,
Hazel Beale, second;
Fourth flight — Florence
Hensley, first, Mary A. Garner,
second.

Marriage vows
said for couple
in two countries
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Mr. and Mrs. Clifford C. Adams
of Mayfield will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on
Saturday. Sept. 24, at Emanuel
Baptist Church, Highway 80 East,
Mayfield.
A reception. hosted by their
children and grandchildren, will
be from 2 to 4 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams were married Sept. 23, 1938, in Mayfield
with the Rev. David Aushmus officiating. Their attendants were
Cozy Sullivan, Estelle West, and
the late Mable and Earnest Jones
and Zetra and Herbert McClain.
Mrs. Adams, the Sally Odrata
Rogers, is the daughter of the late
Claude and Arm Rogers. Mr.
Adams is the son of the late Carl
and Clemmie Adams.
They are the parents of two
daughters, Mrs. Betty Clark of
Mayfield and Mrs. Judy LaCava of
Sarasota, Fla., and of one son,
Kenneth Adams of Paducah,
formerly of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams have nine
grandchildren and 11 greatgrandchildren.

DR.GOTT

Many Items Marked
25-50% Ott

worn

Anniversary reception Saturday

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Sept 15, have been released as
follows:

THE ACES
ON BRIDGE.
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Jo Burkeen, editor
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Murray Country Club
women will play golf
The women of the Murray Country Club will play golf on Wednesday, Sept. 21, at 9 a.m.
Janet Wallis and Marie Nance
will be hostesses for play. Anyone
not listed in the line-up may come
and be paired at the tee.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee IA — Frances Hulse,
Jerlene Sullivan, Inus Orr and
Betty Lowry;
Tee 1B — Toni Hopson, Betty
Stewart, Evelyn Jones and Venela
Sexton;
Tee 2 — Diane Villanova,
Ethelyn McCallon, Margaret Shutfett and Tonja Fike;
Tee 3 — Sue Brown, Lula
Bingham, Cathryn Garrott and
Mary Frances Bell;
Tee 4 — Betty Scott, Betty Hinton, Rainey Apperson and Dana
Stonecipher;
Tee 5 — Madelyn Lamb, Anna
Mary Adams, Peggy Shoemaker
and Edith Garrison;
Tee 6 — Patti Claypool, Billie
Cohoon, Rebecca Irvan aniS

Louise Lamb,
Tee 7 — Jessie Meurn, Rowena
Cullom, Martha Sue Ryan and
Nancy Haverstock —
Tee 8 — LaVerne Ryan, Rebecca West, Martha Enix and Aileen
Castrale
Tee 9 — Janet Wallis, Marie
Nance and Kathy Rayburn.
Winners of play on Wednesday,
Sept. 14, have been announced by
Janet Fitch and Rainey Apperson,
hostesses, as follows:
Medalist — Evelyn Jones;
Championship flight — Jerlene
Sullivan, first Frances Hulse,
second;
First flight — Evelyn Jones,
first, Toni Hopson, second;
Second flight — Betty $cott,
first, Sue Brown and Betty Hinton.
tied for second;
Third flight — Dana
Stonecipher, first, Patti Claypool,
second;
Fourth flight — LaVenie Ryan,
first, Lois Keller, second;
Low putts. — Jennifer Crouse.
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Fern Terrace winners announced

Each month Fern Terrace Lodge has a promotional event for
the residents and personnel. Jerry Kalberer, assistant administrator, presented the awards. Linda Mum, top right

photo, was the winner of 8100. Other resident winners, were,
Gertrude Sprague, top left, photo, Thelma Wicker, bottom left
photo, and Selma Stubblefield, bottom right photo.

Couple's wedding vows are
solemnized at Klein Rodeo
SPARTA, Mich. (AP — Mary
Bellmer was bucking for a white
Wedding, and that's what she got
— until her full-length dress was
dragged through the mud
moments after she tied the knot at
the fourth annual Klein Rodeo.
Mary and John Bellmer were
married Monday. Sept. 5, in this
town 15 miles north of Grand
Rapids despite the mud from Sunday's rains.
Bellmer, 31, of Davison had participated in the wild horse race in

past years at the rodeo, and persuaded his girlfriend, Mary
Mahoney, to attend it with him two
years ago.
When the topic of marriage
came up earlier this year, the couple decided to get hitched among
the cowboys.
The Rev. Ben Jansen said there
was only one thing different about
performing a wedding at a rodeo.
"I'm going to watch where I
walk," he said.

OONE'S
(B

By Abigail

CLEANERS

Van Buren

Only The Best Is Good Enough!
Coupons Good September 19th-22th

Readers Clash on How to Care
For Cats Who Are Qld and Sick
DEAR ABBY: I couldn't believe

•

your telling "C.B. in Phoenix" to
have Brandy and Spice, his two
cats, put to sleep just because they
were old and sick.
If they' were too much trouble,
surely he could find another home
for them. Lots of people love
animals enough to care for them
even when they are old and sick.
If you approve of "putting cats to
sleet)," how about people? When
they get old and sick, maybe you
would like to solve the problem by
putting them to sleep, too.
I thought you were an animal
lover, Abby. I was very disappointed in your answer.
OHIO FARM GIRL
DEAR FARM GIRL: Sorry I
- disappointed you. Please read
on:

••••

DEAR ABBY: I'd like to respond
to "C.B. in. Phoenix," who faced the
-dilemma ?bout what to do with
Brandy and Spice, the two cat4'who
became old and sick.- Find a new
home for them? Or put them to
sleep?
First, cats have a strong sense of
place. Having lived for so long with
you, they would very probably be
disoriented and unhappy if they
were moved into a strange environment at their age.
Second, if you, who loves them,
can't cope with their illness, what
makes you think someone else can?
If someone does impulsively take
them, then finds the task of caring
for them impossible — what then?
(I have learned from sad experience
that there are a lot of people who
simply put old cats out, even though
the cats have lost what ability they
had to fend for themselves.)
The thought of "putting them to
sleep" may be painful, but having
done it once, I would not hesitate to
do it again. Our big cat, Riley, was
not only old, he was dying of
leukemia. We cared for him boyinglY;litif *Reif
intense, we took him to the vet who
had cared for him for years. I held
Riley in my arms so he would not be
upset or frightened (never mind how
hard I was crying at the time) while
the doctor gently administered the
fatal injection.
Riley laid his little head against
my hand, and slowly stopped
breathing. There was not a twitch
or quiver. He was neither hurt nor
frightened.
Of course, we missed our old
friend for a long time, but I felt good
about having spared him a painful,
lingering death. I hope when my
time comes, it will be as easy.
NORA IN LITTLE'ROCK

DEAR ABBY: All right, here is
my pet peeve. And I am sure others
will say it is also theirs:
Why don't people who are sick
stay home instead of going to work,
and giving everybody else their
cold, their flu, or whatever theY
have that "seems to be going
around"?
A co-worker dragged herself to
work when she was feeling lousy
with some undisclosed sickness,
and you guessed it — she gave
vihatever it was she had to the rest
of us. Please print this, Abby, but
please don't use my name. I need
this job, and she is my superior.
OUT FOR A WEEK

4

85c

Shirts

_

5 for $3.80
•Please Present Coupon With Clothing

Sportcoats

Honors received by club
Three new members were initiated into Murray Civitan Club at its
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 15, at Homeplace Family Restaurant. John
Emerson, right, governor of the Kentucky District of Civitan International, conducted the ceremony. Pictured from left, Prentice Dunn,club
president, and new membus, Floyd Cogdell, Betty McGehee and
Carlton Bumphis. At a recent state meeting of Kentucky Civitan Clubs,
Murray won honors for best attendance, most growth and program excellence and was named a District Honor Club. Dunn was presented the
Club President Award. Dr. R.B. Barton received the Kentucky District
Honor Key for service to Kentucky Civitan Clubs. The Silver Dollar Person for Thursday was Ruth Mills.

DEAR OUT: Thanks for a
helpful letter. This also applies
to parents who send their children to school with colds,
coughs and various other minor
ailments. Folks, give your coBy The Associated Press
workers and children a break.
The following are the Na....r
io,st
If you (or they) are not feeling
well — there's no place like popular videocassettes as they aphome.
pear in Sept. 19th issue of

Popular videocassettes are named

Billboard magazine. Copyright
1988, Billboard Publications, Inc.
Reprinted with permission.
Don't put off writing thank-you
VIDEOCASSETTE SALES
notes, letters of sympathy.etc. because
L''Good Morning. Vietnam" (Touchstone
you don't know what to say. Get 2."Callanetics" MCA)
Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters
3."Start Up With Jane Fonda'(Lorimar)
for All Occasions." Send a check or
4."Lady and the Tramp" (Disney)
money order for $2.89 ($3.39 in Can- 5."Pink Floyd. The Wall" IMGM-UA)
ada) to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet, 6."Def Leppard) Historta" Polygram )
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61064 7 "Star Trek IV The Voyage Home"
(postage is included).
I Paramount )
•• *

8:'Jane Fonda's Low Impact Aerobic
Workout" Lorimar
9."Mickey Commemorative Edition
(Disney)
10 ''Jane Fonda's New' Workout
(Lorimar)

•

2for the price of

•Please Present Coupon With Clothing

13th Main
Story Ave.

753-2552
Excludes Delivery

North 12th
Service 603 Main

et.` '--\,1AvoidtheRush-;
1'7
4
HAVE CHRISTMAS PORTRAITS TAKEN NOW,

V'

Lasttime this offer available before Christmas.'

VIDEOCASSETTE RENTALS

1."Good Morning, Vietnam" (Touchstone)
2."Planes, Trains, and Automobiles"
(Paramount
1.*'Moonstruck" IMGM-UA )
4."Suspect" RCA-Columbia
5."Wall Street" CBS-Fox I
6."Empire of the Sun" (Warner )
7."110.A." (Touchstone)
6."The Last Emperor" (Nelsons
9."Fatal Attraction" (Paramount)
10.,)'*Fuii Metal Jacket- Warner Bros.)

Mie
Christmas
Cards
With the purchase of our

Advertised Package

The Dry League Was Asked.
They Refused!

Delight friends and relatives
with these lovely cards Just
insert a wallet-size portrait
from your regular package
and you're ready to share a smile'

Only $7,,95
se"
purchase

'se

with coupon(Reg. $995)
One!' 10. My)5,,7-s* and
Thn Wallets.
•

PRESENT THIS COUPON AT TIME OF SITTING

OP
%
( 100or
ytAl
tU
Why did the Dry League refuse to participate in a student sponsored
open forum at MSU?
What are they afraid of? Informed voters?
Fully informed voters are the Key to the democratic process.

Aovemseci $pec)* includes tredthonel poses ry

t...e#0140-sysexot oacxagipersublect&um '
SAVE $2000 *Nap beeklarOanOS and spec's( elects portraits
svaaatee in acivemseo pecker Nia •ehe With a
on our 13-piece portrait pkg
other offer AS ages **come Fammss and 9ro,..•
Regularly $9 95 Now only $795 $1 50 Pe,addecmai subject Poses out tslect

SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: Thursday through Monday
Sept. 22-Sept. 26
PHOTOGRAPHER HOVORS. DaNy 10 em. to 7 p

iii

Sunday 1-2-5:30
Hwy 641 North. Murray
.CletneMye Wa Man

public senier message from:

The Committee For A Progressive Murray

WAL-MART

Bring in any loafer.
priced advertised offer
and WE LI MATCH IT'
UMW
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Homecoming, September 18
Murray Unit of National Hairdress
th
ers will meet Tuesday, Sept. 20, at
6:30 p.m. at Debbie and Carol's Bea
uty
The J.N. Williams Chapte
program will be about Scruples Pro Shop on South 12th Street. The
duct Knowledge featuring a new
federacy will meet Wednesdayr of the United Daughters of the Conskin care line. Brenda Lawson, pre
, Sept. 21, at 1:30 p.m. at the
sident, urges all members to att
Marvin McFlaren, Highwa
hom
e
of
Mrs
.
end.
y 94
according to Mrs. Ed Davis, West. All members are urged to attend,
TIME OF SERVICES
chapter president.
b.e S:uo
y.
945 am.
Worship
Diabetics Taking Control will mee
10-30 -a-m
t tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m
Evening Service
thir
. in
Mur
d floOr education unit at Murray
ray
-Ca
llo
way County Dry League
7 06-0 rn
-Calloway County Hospital. Nancy
will have a final "VoteLunch at Noon on the 18t
Rally on Tuesday, Sept.
Ros
e,
R.N
.,
will
pre
No"
sen
t
a
program entitled "Caring for
20, at 7 p.m. at University
h
You
Church of Christ, U.S.
Highway 641 North and
Health." A meal costing abo
Singing at 1:30 p.m
Highway 121 Bypass. All
ut $3 will be served prior to r Emotional
GUEST SPEAKER: Hardem .
inte
the meeting in
invi
the
rested persons are
ted to attend.
hospital cafeteria.
an Nichols
Dallas, Texas
EVERY ONE WELCOME
Elizabeth Margaret Wellbaum
Memorial Baptist Church
of 1323 Main St., Murray, was amo
will have its monthly chu
some 2,900 candidates for und
rchwide skating
party on Tuesday, Sept. 20,
ergraduate degrees at summer ng
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus
mencement on Aug. 6 at Sbuthe
comSkating of Murray.
All members and their frie
ni Illinois University, Carbondal
nds are invited to take part
e, Ill.
Degrees were conferred during
in this activity.
exercises at SIU Arena.

Two clowns say marria
ge vows
in ceremony at regula
r circus

••• ••••

DATEBOOK

Church Women plan si
nging

CCC reunion is scheduled

Be
Be
se
tn

Friends of WATCH to me
et

.
Andrew Btnt
tain Stahr born

Singles to meet on Tuesday

Kayla Lindsey Canter born

Gospel Meeting

Hairdressers plan program

UDC will meet Wedn
esday

Hardin
Church of Christ

Dry League to meet
Tuesday

Wellbaum receives degree

The Sunshine Center, a Chr
have open house on Thursd istian child development program, will
ay, Sept. 22, from 7 to 9 p.m
. The center is
located on Kentucky Hig
hway 04 East. For more
information all
753-6695

September 21

Seniors schedule bowling

First Wave
Styl

ing And Tanning Salon

A special aCtivity for Sen
ior Citizens wIl be Tue
sday, Sept. 20, at 1:30
p.m. This will be bowling
at Corvette Lanes. This
is a weekly event and
all senior citizens are invi
ted.

"I lost 34 pounds and fo
und new energy."

HAIR DESIGN
• COLOR
• PERMS
• WAXING
• FACIAL
• NAIL CARE

Kathleen Hawn was
overweight
and tired all the time
before she tried
Diet Center.
• "I had investigated
Nutri-System
and other weight loss
plans, but I felt
Diet Center was the mos
t nutritionally sound program,"
Kathleen explains. "Diet Center
taught me to eat
the foods that keep
me slim and
energized. Now I'm
bright-eyed at
5:30 a.m. and walk
three miles a
day."
Call for a free consul
tation.

Customer Services Tailor
ed
to the Individual's Needs

753-2636

CWF salad supper Tuesday

Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will hav
salad supper on Tuesday, Sept. 20,
ea
at 6:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall
the church. CWF officers are
of
Judy Eldredge, chairman; Bet
ty Gore,
vice chairman; Judy Lyle, sec
retary; June Vander Molen, tre
asurer;
Donna Cathey and Ruth Picken
s, service chairman.

Senior trip to Reelfoot
planned

A trip to the Reelfoot Lake
Craft Fair on Friday, Sept.
planned by Toopie Thomas
30, has beer
Moore, tour director for Mur
ray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens' Progra
m. The group will leave the
parking lot at
North Fourth and Walnut Stre
ets at 8 a.m. and return at 4
p.m. After arrival at the fair (one of the
largest in the area the sen
ior
their own until 12:30 p.m. whe
n lunch will be at Reelfoot Lak s will be on
Lodge or persons may take
e State Park
a sac
tion will be by van with sea k lunch and have a picnic. Transportats for 11 persons. For res
753-8274 or 753-0929.
ervations call

90

This
Weeks
Special

Large Bar-B-Que
Sandwich & French Fri

es

45 Mlles from Kenlake
•

$219

Diet

1210 Johnson Blvd.
753-0020
Mon.-Fri. 8:00-12:30
3:00-5:00
Sat. 10-Noon

Owner & Stylist: Paulette Mo
rris Crouch
Hwy. 94 East

Memorial plans skating event

Center plans open house

OPENING

Diabetics will hear Rose

Special Good Sept 19-24

Place Ain't Fancy but
Sho Is good Food.
1111'14
1.4

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burger
s

rtglq If',spy,
S,01,1

• ir••••

•

"

Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

Sh
ho
on
in
pa
of
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Mental Health board honors Rollins

Church
at 9: 45
10:45
it 5:30
qing.
iymata
Beginat 7:30
45 p.m.
•istian
Club at
at 5:30
at 6:20
Lt 6:30
tice at

Free English
classes offered
at Murray State

Kate Reeves of the Ledger & Times answers questions from a third grade class from Carter Elementary
School. The children were from the classes of Lee Pinkston, Mary Ann Carter and Barbara Wildey. The student teachers were Jennifer DeLong, Amy Ross and Mary Ann Scott. The students toured the L & T facilities.
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Benita Covey, left, of 2513 Coldwater Road, Murray, recently received $650 in U.S. Savings Bonds from Land
Between The Lakes Manager, Elizabeth Thach, as part of the agency's Employee Suggestion Program. A
secretary at LBL, Mrs. Covey found a way for the agency to save over $3,000 annually in its health and safety
training and information program.

Sign language
class available
at university
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WICRMHAICR Board, Inc. from
placed at 26 different universities,
117rtd 1986 and was re-elected in including the University of
1987 to serve a four year term
Florida, Cornell University and
An active Board member, the University of North CarolinaRollins currently serves as Chapel Hill.
"I decided to become an
treasurer and chairman of the
finance committee. He has ACUHO-I intern to focus more atpreviously served in both tention on university housing work
as a career," she explained. "In
capacities for numerous years
Robert Coleman, Chairman of areas like administrative operathe WKRMH!MR Board, Inc. said. tions and financial managment. I
"The heart and soul of an organiza-. needed to gain more hands-on
tion is the dedicated service experience."
rendered by its volunteers, and
"We've worked with ACUHO-I
Gene Rollins is a shining example
to set up this internship program
of this type of service. I can think
because it provides a unique way
of no person more deserving of the
to train and encourage prospecLovey Raburn Award than Gene. tive housing officers," said Paula
He has done an outstanding job." Hulick, director of houseing at
A lifetime resident of Western
Murray State. "These students
Kentucky, Rollins was a city coun- are made a part of the team sitin Barlow for four years and
ting in on meetings, working with
Free classes will be offered this cilman
served as the mayor for four years. other students and making real
fall at Murray State University for
He has been an employee for
decisions — getting a 'feel' for
adult students in English as a se- Martin
Marietta Energy Systems
housing work."
cond language, English grammer for 35
years, serving as benefits
Returning to Pacific Lutheran
and general mathematics.
plans administrator.
University
in late August, Miss
All of the classes will meet in the
Rollins is a member and past Carlson began work as a residence
Adult Learning Center (ALC) in trea3urer of
the Lions Club. He is
hall director, in charge of hiring
Room 206 of Roy Stewart Stadium, currently the
treasurer of the
student
staffers, budgeting and
according to Carol Lane, ALC Ballard County
United Appeal.
programming, and counseling the
coordinator.
In I.982, he was presented with
English as a second language, the Union Carbide Community Ser- students living in her hall.
Previously she worked as an
designed for foreign students who vice Award.
assistant hall director and a resineed help to improve or to learn
The Lovey Raburn Award was
dent assistant, supervising and adthe English language, is meeting created in memory of Miss Lovey
vising students on one floor of a
from 9:30 to 11:00 a.m. on Monday, Raburn, a Carlisle County Board
hall.
Wednesday and Friday. The open- member who died suddenly in 1977.
"The experience of the internentry, open-exit class will meet for
WKRMH/MR Board, Inc., serves ship at Murray State will be very
nine months.
the nine county area by providing
English grammer will meet a wide range of mental health, valuable to me," she said.
from 8:30 to 10 a.m. and general mental retardation, and substance "Whenever I go into a situation expecting to get one thing out of it,
mathematics from 10:30 to noon abuse services.
God
always has something better
on Monday. Wednesday and FriGetting a different picture' of in store for me. Many cklallenges
day for eight weeks beginning university residence halls meant
a I've faced so far, on the internship
Sept. 26.
2,000-mile trip for Shelly Carlson and in my residence halls, have
Mrs. Lane said anyone 16 years of Gresham, Ore.
required demands of time, comof age or older not enrolled in a
Miss Carlson, a senior at Pacific
public school may attend the Lutheran University in Tacoma, mitment and discipline.
"Expanding on my skills in
English grammer and Wash., spent more than two monthese
areas can't help but benefit
mathematics classes. Each class ths at Murray State University as
me
in
the future."
will be limited to 10 students and an intern in the Housing office,
offered on a first-come, 'first- which coordinates the administraserved basis. .,
tion and operation of the campus'
She added that the classes will 10 residence halls.
be helpful to anyone preparing for
During her stay she worked with
the GED high school equivalency, the physical inventory of several
the ACT examination or for an en- buildings, planned training sestrance test for vocational school, sions for staff workshops and
along with adults returning to evaldated Murray State's housing
school or those who wish to review
policies.
basic skills for tutoring their
As a participant in the Associachildren or for personal tion of College and University
satisfaction.
Housing Officers-International
Sponsores of the classes are the (ACUHO-I)• Housing Internship
Kentucky Department of Educa- program, Miss Carlson competed
tion.And the Center for Continuing in a nationwide application proEducation and Academic cess to become one of 39 students
Gene Rollins
_
Outreach at Murray State........
Anyone who wishes to enroll or
obtain additional information
about any of the classes may call
Duality Dry Cleaning & Shirt Laundering
the ALC at (502) 762-6971 Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health/ Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. recently presented
Gene Rollins with the Lovey
Raburn -Memorial Award at their
22nd Annual Dinner Meeting.
The Lovey Raburn Award is
presented annually to a deserving
citizen whose outstanding community service, dedication and support have made contributions in the
areas of mental health, mental
retardation, or substance abuse
Rollins, a resident of Ballard
County, has served on the

isiness
y, GAs
letuary

Shelly Ca,illson of Gresham, Ore.,conducted training sessions -for the
housing staff at.Murray State University during her stint as in intern
on the campus this summer. A senior at Pacific Lutheran University
in Tacoma, Wash., she was one of 39 students selected nationwide to
participate in the internahip program, sponsored by the Association
of College and University Housing Officers-International.

A sign language, class to teach
basic skills for communicating
with deaf people will be offered at
the Adult Learning Center at Murray State University on Tuesday
evenings from Sept. 20 through
Dec. 13.
To meet from 5i,30 to 8:30 p.m. in
Room 206 of Roy Stewart Stadium,
the non-credit class is sponsored by
the Division of Adult and Community Education of the Kentucky
Department of Education, the Kentucky School for the Deaf and Murray State.
It is open to any interested person 16 years of age or older who is
not enrolled in a public school. The
only cost to the student will be the
textbook.
Lori Hermann of the Division of
Communication Disorders in the
Department of Special Education
will teach the class, which is open
on a first-come, first-served basis
and is limited to 30 students. Interested persons should enroll prior
to the first class meeting.
Anyone interested may enroll or
obtain additional information about
the class by calling the Adult Learning Center at Murray State at
(502) 762-6971 Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The Murray-CalloWv-County Dry League
Invites 1h3U to a

FINAL "VOTE-NO" RALLY
Tuesday - September 20
7:00 p.m.
University Church of Christ
We urge everyone interested "
in a NO VOTE to attend.

Mon., Tues. & Wed.Special
2-Piece Suite/

Jackson atop
entertainers'
money list
NEW YORK ( AP) — He's bad,
and he makes a lot of money at it:
Michael Jackson is the world's
highest-paid entertainer with total
projected earnings of $97 million
for 1987 and 188, Forbes
magazine says.
Jackson, who ranked ninth on
last year's Forbes list of the 40
best-paid celebrities, moonwalked
his way past Bill Cosby to No. 1 by -raking in an estimated $60 million
this year, the magazine said in its
Oct. 3 edition.
The 30-year-old entertainer
made apprwaimately 840 million
from his recent worldwide tour,
with the rest from sales of his
album "Bad," his autobiography,
"Moonwalk," Pepsi endorsements
and other music publishing, the
magazine said.
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Shirts Laundered

85!o

$379,

ALL WEEK

OPEN
One HOUR
cLeaness NEW LOCATION
Two Drive-In
Locations
Central Center 753-9525
715 So. 12th St.
759-4130

715 So. 12th St.
Bring in before 9 a.m.
SAME DAY SERVICE

You Are Invited To Display And Sell Your Wares At

Paris Oktoberfest
Holy Cross Church
1210 East Wood Street

Paris, Tenn. 38242
(901) 642-4681

Saturday, September 24, 1988 11 A.M. - 11 P.M.
$25.00 booth fee (tables not furnished)

PARIS OKTOBERFEST
1 Name
-Address

I.
.....•..............

No Linid•Expires 912 1 88

Artists, Crafters & Farmers

Phone (

Paid for by The Dry League-Concerned (itizen, ,,f Mt)r r \

$289
3-Piece Suits
$329

Type of Booth
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Farmers should plan ahead for debts
The drought of 1988 probably
will not cause a rash of
foreclosures and bankruptcies,
but farmers in debt need to
develop a strategy on how to deal
with their payments, said Don
Shurley, Extension farm management specialist with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"Of course, farmers are more
concerned with the immediate
crisis and production-related problems. but at some point, they
must plan ahead," Shurley saki.
Even farmers with reasonable
debt loads will probably be hurt by
the drought, but they should be
able to absorb losses and negotiate
repayment plans with creditors.
Shurley said.
For other farmers, Shurley said
making scheduled debt payments
this fall and next year could be difficult because they will begin next
year with lower-than-normal cash
reserves and crop-fee inventories.
"This will likely result in the
need for debt rescheduling and
higher-than-normal borrowing
over the next nine to 12 months,"
he said.
Farmers need to develop a
cashflow budget projection for at

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

least up to Jan. 1, 1989, Shurley
said. The projections should
reflect anticipated crop insurance
indemnities, expected prices and
marketing plans for crops and
livestock anticipated government
payments; and expected monthly
cash needs.
"Developing such a plan will be
crucial in providing the farmer
and lenders with information concerning operating loan needs and
the ability to make debt payments
on time," Shurley said.
"Lenders are anticipating that
some of their borrowers will face
some problems," he said.
"Farmers should begin to develop
plans and projections and keep
lenders apprised of their situation
over the next six months."
Federal farm emergency loans
could be available later from the
Farmers Home Administration.
"However, new debt is the last
things many farmers need right
now," Shurley said. "Such loans
will still be evaluated on cash flow
and collateral.
Farm Home Administration will
also offer loan guarantees to
Farmer Credit System borrowers
and to commercial banks.
The Farm Credit Act of 1987 pro-

Your
Insurance

vided procedures dealing with
loan restructuring and borrower
rights from the Farm Credit
System and Farmers Home Administration borrowers.
The act requires FCA and
FmHA to restructure and write
down debt if other available options prove unworkable and if it
would be less costly for the lender
than foreclosure.
"Clearly, the drought will put
more borrowers in the need for
loan servicing," Shurley said.
The Farm Credit System and
Farmers Home Administration

have already reworked loans for
many troubled borrowers and
others have been targeted for
review this year, Shurley said.
Loans already reworked and
financial problems dealt with last
year may need review again in
1989.
With the financial aid package
in place, the loan restructuring
and borrower rights provision of
the Farm Credit Act should still
prove workable. Shurley said he
expects the drought to have little
impact on how lenders review and
make farm loan decisions.

Calloway FFA emphasizes
safety during this week
September 18-25 has been
designated as National Farm
Safety Week across the nation.
The Calloway County chapter of
Future Farmers of America
would like to emphasize the importance of Safety in Agricultural
Work. According to the National
Safety Council, agriculture is the
most hazardous industry in the nation. The Farm Journal reports
that five farmers lost their lives
each day in the U.S. due to farm
related accidents. Tractor
fatalities account for 17,00 lives
lost per year.
This year the Calloway FFA
would like to emphasize Fuel Safety with the following reminders:
All equipment needs regular
maintenance to assure safe operation, fuel economy, less time lost
in breakdown and preserved
value; Use only the correct fuel
cap; Check for fuel leaks; Check
exhaust system for broken
manifolds, loose exhaust pipes,
broken mufflers and leaking
gaskets. All can overheat or ignite
fuel; Check electrical wiring for
frayed or cracked insulation and
loose connections 4Phich can ignite
fuel; and Check fuel tank heat

shields to be sure they are in
place.
A dozen steps for safe fuel handling include: Make sure your
equipment has the correct gas
cap; Always tighten the fuel cap
securely; Never take the cap off or
refuel when the engine is running
or hot; Don't smoke while refueling or anywhere near fuels;
Schedule your gasoline purchasing so that you won't hold "winter
gas" over to spring or "spring
gas" over to summer; Don't fill
your tank to capacity, allow room
for expansion; When filling your
tank, maintain control of the nozzle. Wipe up spills immediately
and dispose of wipers properly;
Keep your equipment properly
maintained. Check wires, shields,
etc; Keep your equipment clean —
free of trash, oil and spilled fuel.
Never use gasoline for cleaning
parts; Don't drive your equipment
near open fires; Follow warning
decals on equipment; and Make
sure everyone operating your
equipment follows all the safety
rules in the operator's manual. If
you don't have one, contact your
local dealer.

(

There are many aspects of farming that require insurance
protection, and our Farmowners policy has been designed
to include the coverages ybu need for your farming opera.hon. protection for you,l)ome and personal property, farm
buildings and equipment, medical payments, and liability. Ask
us about Shelter Farmowners for your farm.

Analysts say Singapore
prune market for U.S.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY and TN
201 N. 5th St., Pirurray
759-1033

Shelter thsurance Companies
AT SHELTER.
ITSAM ATTER 0.PtlISONAL PRIDE.

WASHINGTON (AP I — The tiny
island nation of Singapore has
turned into a prime, market for
American poultry, particularly
cut up parts of chickens( an
Agriculture Department trade
analyst says.
88

Peter Kurz of the department's
Foreign Agricultural Service, until recently the agency's trade officer in Singapore, said the country's decision to eliminate pig
farms is behind the poultry boom.
"In a drive for „a cleaner environment, Singapore has increased the tempo in eliminating all pig
farms," Kurz said. "Since many
Singapore pig farms also have
poultry operations, the number of

poultry farms also has declined
sharply."
Consequently, poultry production has dropped, causing
Singapore's poultry imports to
rise to record levels.
Kurz, who now is serving with
the USDA agency in Washington,
writes about the Singapore poultry
boom in the October issue of
Foreign Agriculture magazine.
Imports of chicken parts were
up 20 percent, with the United
States accounting for more than
half, nearly 25,000 metric tons.
That was about six times the level
of imports from Thailand, the
nearest rival.

Menh,wicy.(reiedeutwey
Adazd Sidzivccahor&
Blue-Green Algae Poisoning
The risk is slight but much
greater in times of little rainfall
and the condition is somewhat
obscure, yet blue-green algae
poisoning can be a threat to
livestock, wildlife and pets. It
becomes more likely as the volume
of water in ponds and other still
pools diminishes and the level of
concentration of impurities, including the algae, increases.
The Illinois Animal Poison Control Center has reported possible
algae poisoning in ducks, swine and
cattle, and the algae associated
with the poisoning grows quite well
in Kentucky.
Toxic strains of three genera of
Microcystis, Anabena and
Aphanizomenon, are responsible
for almost all the poisoning, and the
toxic signs may occur within an
hour after ingesting the material.
Death occurs rapidly, often within
a day. Sequence of events most
commonly reported is usually
rapid prostration, convulsions and
then death, often with abdominal
pain, muscle tremors, excessive
salivation and cyanosis. Cause of
death is generally extreme shock
caused by massive liver injury and
hemorrhage.
Incidents in the mid-west usually occur in late summer in normal
years, and in hot, dry weather.
Most often, the algae had been concentrated by the wind blowing it

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
huge losses to 1988 harvests came
mostly in June and July, when
drought and searing heat shriveled corn and soybean yields across
much of the nation, new
Agriculture -Department
estimates show.
Assistant Secretary Ewan M.
Wilson, the department's thief
economist, said total grain production this year is expected to
drop to 191 million metric tons,
down 31 percent from 1987.
Total supplies of grain for
1988-89, which include inventories
at the beginning of the season, are
forecast at 366 million tons, down
24 percent from last year.
Wilson said at a news conference Monday that "crop
.development now has progressed
to the point where-production can

Of course. you could decide not to decide. You could
withhold your vote, and make things easy.
But before you do that, consider that in countries
where politics is easy. ifs usually the only thing that is.
Learn. And vote. This is the foundation upon which
your electric cooperative is built. This is the foundation
upon which America is built.
ELECTION DAY IS NOVEMBER 8TH. BE SURE TO VOTE.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Agriculture Department has moved closer to implementing new
rules to help thousands of farmers
rearrange their debts and hang on
to their land.
A new "interim" rule that is a
major step in putting into effect
some of the key provisions of the
Agricultural Credit Act of 1987 was
officially published Wednesday, a
step in the federal rule-making
procedure.

- NOW THRU OCT.8-

753-5012
31

Wilson said rainfall in the last
month "has improved the conditions of pastures and ranges,
although more precipitation is
needed to restare them to
normal.-

Many of the law's provisions
have already been put into effect.
But some, including massive
write-downs of farmers' debts to
the Farmers Home Administration, will take effect this fall.
Proposed rules were initially announced May 23 and specified a
30-day period for public comment.
The next step was adoption of the
interim ule.
By doing this, the Farmers
Home Administration served
notice that it intends to put the new
rules into effect in 30 days, or on
Oct. 14. In addition, the agency
specified a 60-day comment
period, meaning the public can
have its say until mid-November
before FmHA makes its decisions
final.
Meanwhile, according to FmHA
officials, the interim rule clears
the way for agency field offices to
begin carrying out some of the
most important parts of the 1987
credit act, including restructuring
or write-down of debt.

Hog market
report listed
our sale pric,e.
mfr. mail In rebate' .2.00

. 5.99

.. 5.99

Sug. Reg 12.98.
'Refund limit of$4.00

Sug Reg. 12.98
'Refund limit of$4.00

Spectracide 6000
Insect Control
our sale price.
7
99
mfr. mall In rebate' " 1.00
tirial cost

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp.

be forecast with a reasonable
degree of,confidence."
The corn yield, for example,
was estimated at 78.5 bushels per
harvested _acre, down from 119.4
. bushels last year, the largest
drought-induced reduction in yield
on record, he said.
From 1965 to 1987, the
September estimate overstated
corn production on nine occasions
and understated it on 14 occasions,
Wilson said. In the case of soybeans, the September estimate
overshot final production in 12
years and understated it in 11.

New law to help farmers in_ debt

END OF SEASON SPECIALS

They don't allow elections. Or they offer only one
candidate. Or they offer only one candidate who stands
any real chance of winning.
Fortunately. our country makes politics tougher than
that. You must make some choices. And then you must
act on them

against a particular shore from
which the animals habitually
drank.
Removal of animals from the
contaminated water supply is
essential. Then, affected animals
should be placed in a protected
area away from direct sunlight.
and ample quantities of clean
water and high quality feed should
be easily available. Sometimes activated charcoal and a laxative
dose of heavy mineral oil is
effective.
Animals which have died from
algae poisoning should not be used
for food, since the toxins are stable
and eonsistently produce toxic
symptoms in the, consumer of the
meat.
Algae growth in water can be
suppressed by use of copper sulfate
or other algicides, however this
does not necessarily neutralize or
remove the toxins which are
already present in the water.
Your veterinarian is trained to
recognize and diagnose algae
poisoning, even though it is obscure
in this state, and in some cases can
treat it effectively. You can also
learn from your veterinarian how
to prevent the algae from growing,
as well as how to have your water
te§ted for poisonous algae
products.
It is one of several ways your
veterinarian can help you get
through the drought conditions with
a minimum of loss.

Grain production expected down

Southern States
Some Countries
Make Politics Easy

State

SUG REG. 13.49
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IF YOU OWN TIMBERLAND

State farmers win safety awards
A Kentucky farm youth and an
adult have received the Farm and
Home Safety Awards, the top annual awards presented by the Kentucky Farm and Home Safety
Counc
Wesley Waddle, 18, of Munfordvile, won the youth category
while Patsy McGee, of Bardstown,
won the adult division. Both winners have been active in working
with the Cooperative Extension
Service on a long term basis.
The award was presented at the

annual meeting of the safety council at the Springs Inn in Lexington.
Larry Piercy, Extension safety
engineer with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture,
said the awards were designed to
recognize individuals who have
done a lot to help promote farm
safety consciousness.
"A lot of Kentucky farmers are
beginning to focus more on safety," Piercy said, "and these
awards will help Kentucky kick off
next week's National Farm Week

activities."
Waddle won the youth division
for his year-long project to increase awareness of potential
safety disasters and to create interest in safety awareness and accident prevention.
To accomplish these goals, he
secured an agreement with his
county newspaper to publish a
series of 12 monthly safety articles
aimed specifically at his local
community.
"In preparing the articles, I con.

Storage key to preventing corn mold
Stored'corn may get moldy if it
is held under poor storage conditions during the dry weather
period.
• "Storage mold problems occur
when the bin environment is
favorable for the infection and
development of mold fungi," said
Don Hershman, Extension plant
pathologist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
He said molds may develop when
grain moistures exceed 14 percent
and bin temperatures are greater
than 40 degrees. When mold activity begins, the bin environment
becomes susceptible to additional
mold development as heat and
moisture are released by developing fungi.
"This cycle continues until
temperature and moisture levels
are brought below threshold
limits," Hershman said.

"If a farmer is experiencing
Mold growth can be visible.
moldy corn now the best procedure
Crusting or musty odors are other
signs. Insect activity may be a sign is to rotate the grain," he said.
of mold, also.
Jibs will eliminate hot spots by
Because conditions that favor mixing the cooler grain with the
mold are temperature-driven, it is warmer grain in the bin."
Hershman said the best way to
best to cool the grain to get rid of
mold problems. However, Her- avoid moldy corn in storage is to
regulate moisture and temperature
shman said this may be a problem
because of the limited amount of levels as soon as the corn is put intime available for cooling during to the bin. After doing this, regular
the summer.
scouting of bins and periodic
Also, farmers may want to rotate temperature adjustments should
be all that are needed.
grain from one bin to another.

Local man selected for program
Richard Jones of Murray was
selected to participate in the National Corn Growers Association's
(NCGA) Leadership Development
Program, sponsored by CibaGeigy. The program was designed

Puryear man is named to
group's leadership program
Tommy-Dan Story of Pury ear was- helpful in promoting. new
selected to participate in the Na- biodegradable plastics made- from
tional Corn Growers Association's cornstarch.
-Right now the standard is a bag
Leadership Development Program
made with 6 percent corn starch. It
sponsored by Ciba-Geigy.
The program was designed to help will start degrading in approximateprepare growers for the leadership ly one - year, and it will be gone in
about 18 months. The way it looks.
challenges facing agriculture
Story and 24 other NCGA leaders it's mushrooming into something
attended their first training session much bigger than we ever expected
Aug. 22-26 in Greensboro, N.C. They it to be. especially in the large
worked to hone communication and cities." Schnabel said.
organizational skills. In addition. ' He said the communications skills
they learned about working effec- learned in Greensboro will be used
tively with the news media. Pro- to convince leaders in plastics.
gram participants will meet again waste management and packaging
during January Washington. D.C.. of the value tif -using degradable
where they will receive specialized plastics.
training on representing the inAfter four years of the Leadership
terests of corn growers Io elected of Development Program, 80
ficials.
"What this program has done is graduates are in state ands-national
help strengthen skills growers have leadership positions withing the
in media .relations, public speaking, NCGA.
By helping the corn industry
working with people, being able to
represent themselves and corn develop its leaders. Ciba-Geigy is ingrowers in Washington or at their vesting in the future of agriculture.
state capitols," said NCGA ex- Ciba-Ceigy. maker of Bleep. Atrex
and Dual, sponsors the NCGA,
ecutive director Scott Shearer.
Participant Corey Schnabel ot Leadership Development Program
Freeman. S.D., said the skills will be each year.

to help prepare growers for the
leadership challenges facing
agriculture.
Jones and 24 other NCGA
leaders attended their first training session Aug. 22 through 26 in
Greensboro, NC. They worked to
hone communication and
organizational skills. In addition,
they learned about working effectively with the news media. Program participants will meet again
in January in Washington, D.C.,
where they will receive specialized training on representing the interests of corn growers to elected
officials.
"What this program has done is
help strengthen skills growers
have in media relations, public
speaking, working with people, being able to represent themselves
and corn growers in Washington
or at their,state capitols," said
NCGA Executive Director Scott
Shearer.

1VItierray Ledger & Times

We pay top prices for standing timber.
Before you sell your timber call

suited several safety publications
manuals and books," he said. "I
also contacted my Extension office to obtain the most recent safety guidelines and statistical data."
He also prepared a display for
the county public library which
stressed safety in the home, farm,
and community.
Ms McGee won the adult division for the award for her project
in focusing attention of safety
needs associated with "latchkey"
children. The term "latchkey"
refers to children who parents
both work, which means the
children are sometimes left alone
during the period after school but
before the parents return from
work.
McGee, woking with the .I unty
Extension agent or h. “e
economies, developed a program
including a library display,
posters, literature, tapes and a
coloring book, and she obtained
newspaper coverage of the program to explain the need for
special emphasis of safety.
"The initial program brought
about many calls from groups who
wanted to use our tapes one segment at a time for different programs," she said. -We sent
follow.upletters to various schools
and also presented the program at
4-H meetings."
McGee is president of her
homemakers' club, 4-H chairman
of the county homemakers' council and a 4-H Leader with the Lincoln Trail Area 4-H Council.

AVERITTA.UMBER COMPANY
Kentucky Mills at Cadiz
and Grand Rivers.
Contact:
Paul Yielding
c/o Averitt Lumber Co.
P.O. Box 665 - Cadiz, Ky. 42211

Days: 502-924-1101
Evenings: 502-924-5394

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

99 for Lunch
r.

Spaghetti &
Garlic Bread
g

with our Special
Homemade Meat Sauce

1111111111111 PIO IP
II CAA P.M.

Expires 10-19-88
COUPON.

2Slices of

S,Mardi

Cheese Pizza
41.

*

Expires 10-1948

IMINI III IS PM Wfr
II AM..3 P.N.

COUPON'.

Our Fresh
Salad

NOTICE

Expires 10-19-88

99'
N PiO
II AA.41 PA.

Ws,

Mail VVhite Coldwater
Gravel and Dirt.
K.S.K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechimicaliy removed
24- Deep Free .Estimate..
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 13013 -Kemp

Central Shopping Center
(across from 11ASU Stadium)

Murray

OF

35 4319

Bob Kemp Jr.

753-9600
759-9600

Farm-Proven
Building Systems That Work.

A Subsidiary Of C.B) Manufacturing Company

URN/ CAREFUW'
-

. • *if::
I
••••••

By Popular Demand

WV

12 Piece Chicken Special
Regular or Hot n Spicy

lircreole
Fried

Pius •Large Cole Slaw or Potato Salad
•Large Creole Rice
CildCkelit. •4 Homemade Buttermilk Biscuits

Now
Only

$

79

%IF Mix

FOOD MART
4TH IL CHESTNUT!OPEN 24 HOURS

• ••

*MACHINERY STORAGE 'LIVESTOCK HOUSING
'SHOPS/GARAGES
'LOAFING BARNS
'CROP STORAGE
'COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES
ERECTED ON YOUR PROPERTY!
30' x 40' x 12"7,27600
40' x 60' x 14' s11,593°°
50' x 80' x 14' s16,37500
The Above Prices Include:
One Endwall Solid Sheeted
One Endwall With Double Slide Door
One 36" x 80" Walk Door ,
Includes All Freight, Sales Tax And Labor To Erect.

C & $ Construction Co.
P.O. BOX 151

CLINTON, KY 42031

502-653-4102
11.11101111.1.11111111,

a
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Southern Illin\ois holds off Racers to secure 28-21 win
Murray comeback attempt
killed by SIU interception

Murray State's Tim Broady
(above) successfully defended
against a pass in the Racers'
28-21 loss at Southern Illinois
on Saturday, but looks disappointed that he couldn't come
up with the interception. MSU
defensive end Jeff Urbano
(left) tried to deflect a Fred
Gibson pass, but the Saluki
quarterback hit Garrett Hines
who took the ball 25 yards to
set up SIU's game-winning
touchdown. Both plays reflect
the kind of day Murray State
had, falling short when a pass
into the end zone on the
game's final play was intercepted, ending the Racers'
comeback bid. The Salukis
evened their record at 1-1
while Murray State dropped to
0-3. The Racers visit Nevada,
Reno next Saturday.

Staff photos by David Tod(

By CIAV WALKER
Sports Editor
CARBONDALE, Ill. — The Murray State Racers saw a golden opportunity at their first win of the
lass season slip away here Saturday afternoon, when Kevin
Kilgallon intercepted Michael
Proctor's final pass as time expired with Southern Illinois ahead
of MSU 28-21.
Overcoming a 21-0 first-quarter
deficit, Proctor guided the Racers
to within a touchdown and extra
point conversion before bowing to
SIU. The Salukis, 1-1, could net only one first down after Murray
State's final score and David
Peters unloaded a 42-yard punt
that went into the end zone to leave
the Racers 80 yards and 1:22 away
from completing the comeback.
Proctor, who had fired an
18-yard touchdown pass to Randy
Taylor with 2:33 left in the game,
connected with freshman fullback
Tony Brown for a quick first down
to open the drive. After misfiring
on the next play, Proctor completed a nine-yard toss to Glen
Arterburn which set up a Brown
two-yard carry for a first down
which moved the ball to the MSU
41 yard line.
Proctor hit Michael Davis down
the right sideline for a 19-yard
pick-up and hooked up with Arterburn over the top for a 26-yard
gain. The junior receiver couldn't
reach the sidelines to stop the
clock, however, and MSU wasted
precious seconds lining up before
Proctor drilled the ball out of
bounds to kill the clock and set up
a desperation play.
With four seconds remaining,
center Marshall Sills snapped to
Proctor who scrambled in the
pocket as the horn sounded. Proctor took a couple of steps forward
and lofted the ball into the middle
portion of the end zone where
Kilgallon reached up and brought
the ball down for the Salukis' first
win under new head coach Rick
Rhoades.
The SIU linebacker lumbered
nearly half way down the field
before being brought down by
several Racers.
"There were only four seconds
left and that was going to be the
last play of the game,so I just took
a chance and threw it up there in
the end zone," Proctor said. "He
happened to come down with it.
"I tried to throw it to Michael
Davis. I figured he was the closest
one I could get it to and I just tried
to lay it up for him," he added.
"He 'as turned around and they
just came back and picked it off."
Proctor closed the afternoon
with 351 yards passing on 21-of-39
attempts, including two
touchdown strikes. But Proctor's
late-game heroics weren't enough

SIU Salukis 28
MSU Racers 21
Ill 0 7-fl
Mu
94.
tl 0 7 41S. Bliss.,
SIC-Cook 28 pass from Gibson Bookout kick
,lookout kirk
SIC-Yates 5 pass from Moore ,'
SIC-Moore I run Bookout kick
MSU -Reynolds 4 run Koehler kick I
MSU -Huff 2 pass from Proctor I Koehler
kick
SIU-ttarmke 17 run ittookout kirk t
MSU -Taylor 18 pass from Proctor 'Koehler
kick I
A-12 000
Sit'
USE
24
25
First downs
50-220
36-90
Rushes-yards
351
209
Passing yards
88
0
Return yards
1420-0
2139-2
Passes
6-41
7-32
Punts
5-3
9-0
Fumbles-lost
7-65
8-97
Penalties-yards
29 41
30 IS
Time of Possession
IN DIlaDI.AL ST A TISTI('S
RUSHING-Murray St Flagg 4-30. Davis. 5-20
Reynolds 5.14. Springfield 1-13 S Illinois, Har
mke 16-75. Moore 6-34. Hines 5-46, Oliver 5-22
Patterson 2-17, Gibson 17-14
PASSING-Murray St , Proctor 21-39-2-331 S
Illinois, Gibson 11-15-173-0. Da bbert 2-4-0-30
Mooce 1-1-0-3
Arterburn 7-153.
RECEIVING-Murray St
Huff 4-76, T Brown 4-35. Taylor 3-54. Davis 2-23
S Illinois, Yates 3-54, Cook 2-40, C Brown 2,21_
Oliver 2-50. Harmke 2-8, Patterson 2-10, Hines
1-25

to overcome MSU's first-quarter
miscues which spotted the Salukis
three scores.
"We had some defenses in there
and we didn't execute them,"
MSU head coach Mike Mahoney
said after seeing his team give up
229 first-half yards."We may have
gotten too smart. The defensive
coaches tried to do some things
and take advantage of them running the option and they busted it."
The Racers received the opening kickoff, but suffered through
two uneventful running plays, a
quarterback sack and illegal procedure penalty before J.D. Overton punted the ball 30 yards, giving
SRI the ball on the MSU 35 yard
line.
The Salukis moved the ball well,
but were apparently halted on an
illegal procedure penalty which
set up a third-and-15 situation. But
quarterback Fred Gibson found
Joe Cook over the top and the
senior receiver made ,a diving
catch for SIU's first score. John
Bookout's n extra point kick was
good and the Salukis were off- to a
7-0 start.
A clipping penalty on the ensuing kickoff forced the Racers to
begin their second offensive series
from their own six yard line. The
Murray offense netted only four
yards and quickly punted the ball
back to SIU.
The Salukis used just six plays
to march 62 yards for its second
store, a five-yard strike as Gibson
pitched to fullback Antonio Moore,
who rolled to his right and tossed
the ball to the corner of the end
zone and into the hands of a wideopen Wesley Yates. Bookout converted his second kick to stake the
(Cont'd on page 12)

Evans' gold medal shines among USA confusion and dissension
By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
SEOUL, South Korea — Skimm,
ing the !fool like a waterbug fleeing frogs, tiny Janet Evans swam
to America's first gold of the
Olympics on a day of confusion,
dissension and near disaster for
the U.S. team.
The California kids, Evans and
bronze medalist Matt Biondi, let in
a little sunshine on a gloomy,
rainy Monday that began with one
U.S. boxer in the hospital and
another missing his bus and his

bout.
Diver Greg Louganis banged.his
head on the springboard, Carl
Lewis was threatened with expulsion from the relay team by the
coach for disruptive behavior, and
the gold Medal favorite U.S.
women's basketball team survive d a scare in beating
Czechoslovakia 87-81.
Louganis, seeking a matching
set of golds for the pair he won at
the .1984 Los Angeles Games, led
until his head'hit the board on his
ninth dive, a reverse 242 somer-

Weekend rewrite
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
The alarm clock was a welcome friend this Monday morning, as it
signalled the end of a wicked and wild weekend in sports that left us even
se
woozier than usual.
Tom Browning is still celebrating, and possibly still talking to himself,
after recording a pertect game for the Cincinnati Reds; the season's
first no-hitter and only the 14th perfect game pitched in the majors.
But Browning, who maintained his ninth-inning concentration with his
self-conversation, surely wasn't the only sports personality to utter
some mental muttering.
If given the choice, we'd much, much rather be a batter facing Browning than a member of the University of Michigan, University of Kentucky, Clemson or Murray State football teams.
Michigan let No. 1 Miami score 17 points in the final seven minutes to
escape an upset. No. 3 Clemson lost to Florida State thanks to a fake punt
pray by the Seminoles deep in their own territory late in the fourth
quarter, UK suffered through a bus accident before being sideswiped by
Indiana, and Murray State saw 21 early Saluki points and a late interception send them to the school's first-ever 0-3 start.
We'd rather be facing Browning blindfolded than be on the U.S. Olympic boxing team, where one boxer (Anthony Hembrlck ) failed to Show up
for his first round match and another (Kelcie Banks shouldn't have.
And striking out on Browning's fastball would surely be less embar-

sault in the pike position.
He received a score of just 6.3
for that dive but came back and
nailed his next dive, scoring the
highest total of the tournament so
far, 87.12. He finished in third
place to join 11 others in Tuesday's
final, narrowed from a 35-man
field.
Tan Liangde of China led the
preliminaries, followed by Albin
Killat of West Germany, but all
divers start from scratch in the
final round.
Lewis could lose his chance to

win four gold medals again if he is
dropped from the 400-meter relay
team. "
"He's at the end of his rope. The
only thing he can do now is hang
himself," said sprint-relay coach
Russ Rogers, adding he had the
support of the rest of the coaching
staff and the U.S. Olympic Committee to drop Lewis.
Lewis is trying to duplicate his
1984 feat of winning golds in the
100, 200, 400 relay and long jump.
"If he continues to disturb the
team, I will have to take him off,"

achieved for the first time in the
Rogers said. "I'm not going to
sacrifice the rest of the team for
1976 Olympics by compatriot
Nadia Comaneci, who recorded
him."
seven perfect scores. Silivas was
Rogers said Lewis argued with
flawless in the floor exercise and
head coach Stan Huntsman at
on the uneven bars, whirling with
practice over whether Lewis' addazzling power for one so small, to
viser and manager could attend
take the individual lead midway
practice. Lewis and Douglas We
through the compulsory
not available for comment.
While Louganis approached
competition.
Evans isn't quite as small as
perfection a couple of times.
Silivas but the 17-year-old high
Romanian gymnast Daniela
Silivas, a 4-foot-6, 84-pound pixie, school student from Placentia,
Calif., looks like a morsel of bait
reached it — twice.
Silivas scored the rare 10s, (Cont'd on page 12)

Browning was perfect, but little else was
Commentary
rassing than being an NFL player for Denver, Seattle, San Francisco,
Chicago or Houston. The Broncos, Seahawks and 49ers were upset by
Kansas City, San Diego and Atlanta, Chicago was thumped by Minnesota and Houston was buried by the New York Jets.
There was, of course, the usual amount of weekend weirdness in high
school football on Friday...
No Bomber shutout
• The bad news for Ballard Memorial was their fifth loss of the season to
Crittenden County, who is unbeaten in four games. But the good news is'
that the Bombers scored.'
Ballard had been held out of the end zone all season long until Chad
Wallace tossed a 14-yard scoring pass to Tracy Watwood with 8:12 left in
the third quarter against the Rockets, who went on to win 34-8.
Rocket running back Ronnie Moss was a rolling stone for Crittenden,
gaining 247 yards on 13 carries, including touchdown runs of 47, 53 and 37
yards.
And awa-a-a-y we go!
Fulton City's Bulldogs are barking after going 3-2 on the year with a
47-6 pasting of Gleason, Tenn The 'Dawgs slugged 0-3 Gleason thanks to
a ground attack that netted 504 rushing yards on 49 carries out of Fulton

City's option attack.
A trio of Bulldog runners reached 100 yards on the night, led by Edward Minor, who gained 156 yards on seven carries and touchdowns of
75, 31 and 14 yards (gee, Wally, why didn't he score the other four
times"). Jerry Taylor added 152 yards on nine carries, with TDs of 95
and 10 yards, and Homer Patton picked up 110 yards on five attempts
and a 42-yard scoring jaunt.
Friday's foes flounder
Upcoming opponents for both Murray High and Calloway County were
weekend losers. Fulton County, who comes to Murray on Friday, was a
23-0 -loser to Gibson Co., Tenn. after managing only 58 yards of total offense, dropping to 1-4 overall.
And Union County, who meets the Lakers at Calloway, lost 35-14 to
Owensboro Apollo, a team that had managed only 42 points in four
previous outings.
Don't expect either Murray or Calloway to take these games lightly.
Both are district games and Murray is in a must-win situation. Calloway
learned about taking opponents lightly last Friday at Lone Oak when
they posted a coane-back 20-13 win.
Schlinging Schlosser strikes'agaln
Mayfield quarterback Tim Schlosser connected on 12-of-16 passes for
253 yards and the Cardinals scored 21 second-quarter points in a 34-7 rout
(Coned on page 13)
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Wretlund settles for
second at Invitational

Mahoney still proud
of youngsters'efforts

Linksters 10th, Wigger ousted

MSU coach not giving up on team

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Tony Wretlund has dominated
the Ohio Valley Conference in his
three previous years at Murray
State, but the Swedish junior has
yet to dent the armor of Southwest
Missouri's Hakin Svenssoh.
Svensson, who closed the 1988
spring season ranked 33rd in the
country, fought through three difficult games in the first set and
cruised through the second for a
6-2, 6-0 win over Wretlund in finals
of the 21st Murray State Invitational held at the MSU tennis complex Saturday and Sunday.
It marked the second year in a
row that Svensson has defeated
Wretlund in the finals of the
tournament.
MSU's Geir Sjoeberg finished
second among the No. 2 seeds,
Jonas Bergrahm withdrew from
the finals with a hurt back at No. 3,
John Schneider was third at No. 4,
Tomas Hult finished second after
a grueling 6-4, 4-6, 6-4 defeat to
Southern Illinois' George Hime,
and freshman Doug Hawthorne
was third at No. 6 in his collegiate
debut.
The No. 1 doubles team of
Sjoeberg and Rob Olmstead were
In the finals when rain washed out
the remainder of the tournament.
"It was a really good tournament," MSU tennis coach and
tournament direct9r Bennie
Purcell said. "We were fortunate

to get as far as we did before it
rained and we saw a high caliber
of tennis."
He also saw Bergrahm and
Schneider added to the list of
MSU's walking wounded. No. 2
seed Mathias Arrfelt underwent
surgery last week to repair torn
ligaments in his knee and is out for
the season. Bergrahm's back injury and a hamstring pull suffered
by Schneider will abbreviate the
Racer contigent at the Southern
Collegiate at the University of
Georgia this weekend.
Is.
Murray State's golf team finished 10th in a 17-team field at the
Arkansas State Pepsi Slice Fairfield Classic in Jonesboro, Ark.,
over the weekend.
Buddy Hewitt's team fired a 928,
led by Jon Walker's 225 placing
him ninth. John Hobby was the
next best Racer at 229.
MSU visits the Johnny Bench
Bearcat Championship in Cincinnati, Ohio this weekend.
• • •
Deena Wigger, MSU's top
shooter on its NCAA runner-up rifle team, just missed making the
medal round in air-rifle at the
Olympic Games in Seoul, South
Korea. Wigger overgame a nervous start to finish with a 392,
which included a perfect final two
rounds.
But the competition in Seoul was

(Cont'd on page 12')

Murray State quarterback Michael Proctor threw for 351 yards and
drew compliments from his head coach despite a 28-21 defeat at
Southern Lllinois on Saturday.

'•tatf photo by David Tuck

National Football League

CARBONDALE, Ill. — After an
afternoon of tough decisions, there
was no doubt in Mike Mahoney's
mind that his team was not going
to settle for a tie.
After coming back from an early 21-0 deficit against Southern Illinois on Saturday, Mahoney's
Racers came within 14 yards of being down 28-27. Murray State's
head coach said that he had
already decided to go for the two- "You take a kid whose a freshman
point conversion and the win and he's nervous when he gets in
rather than settle for an extra there. I mean he's scared. His
brain ties up his feet and
point kick and a tie if his team
would have reached the end zone sometimes he doesn't do what he's
supptsed to do.
on the game's final play.
"Who am I going to play with?
MSU quarterback Michael Proctor's pass was intercepted as I'm going to play with them.
time ran out, however, and the They're my team and I wouldn't
Racers weren't 1-2 or 0-2-1. In- trade any of them right now," he
stead they were 3-0 after falling to added. "I kind of like the fire
*- they've got under them. You
the Salukis 28-21.
know, it's not like we're getting
After the game, Mahoney threw
another "what if" situation out beat 50-0 every week."
No, but they have been beaten
and said that, even if he could, he
wouldn't trade his team for any every week so far. That kind of
makes you admire a coach who
other in the country.
Obviously hurt by an inex- speaks so highly of his team.
To fully appreciate Mahoney's
perienced team in his second year
at the Racer helm, Mahoney says optimism, however, one must fulhe's perfectly satisfied with his ly appreciate Mahoney's relationplayers' spirits if not their overall ship with his players.
Mahoney doesn't believe that a
performances.
coach has to disassociate himself
"I think that you've got to keep
withi his team to be successful.
playing those young kids. They
Players
have an open relationship
have to „et in -there more and
with their coach at Murray State
more so they can make less and
less mistakes," Mahoney said. (Coned on page 13)

SCOREBOARD

'Confident' Miller guides Falcons to upset
By The Associated Press

Last year, Chris Miller was bewildered and befuddled. Call him cowldent and in control now.
Miller, the second-year quarterback of the Atlanta Falcons, was confused much of the-time last season after missing training camp because
of as contract dispute. His first NFL start came on the road against the
49ers late last season and he suffered four interceptions in a 35-7 defeat.
Miller returned to Candlestick Park on Sunday, and ths time it was the
49ers who suffered as the Falcons exploded for 21 points in the second
period and stunned the 49ers 34-17.
"There was no comparison with last year's game," said Miller, who
passed for 130 yards and ran for a touchdown during the outburst. "In
that garne, I didn't even think about what the guys on the other side of
the line were doing. That was the first week I'd practiced with our first
unit. I didn't know where my protection"was coming from, and I had
trouble remembering our receivers routes.
"We came in this,time and beat them, after they won their first two
games," he added. "We didn't just slip by them, either."
In other games, it was Buffalo 16, New England 14; Cincinnati 17, Pittsburgh 12; Minnesota 31, Chicago 7; Kansas City 20, Denver 13; Miami
24, Green Bay 17; the New York Jets 45, Houston 3; New Orleans 22,
Detroit 14; Washington 17, Philadelphia 10; Phoenix 30, Tampa Bay 24;
San Diego 17, Seattle 6; the New York Giants 12, Dallas 10; and the Los
Angeles Rams 22, the Los Angeles Raiders 17. Indianapolis visits
Cleveland tonight.

Chiefs 20, Broncos 13
Steve DeBerg had a ball against his old teammates, throwing two
touchdown passes, and the Kansas City defense intercepted two John
Elway passes to hand the Broncos their second loss in three games.
"I thought I might have the game of my life. There was no question in
my mind that we were going to win and I was going to perform well,"
said DeBerg, who hit 21 of 35 passes for 259 yards and was not
intercepted.
DeBerg, who played for Denver until the Broncos acquired Elway five
years ago,flipped a six-yard scoring pass to Carlos Carson in the second
quarter and a 14-yarder to Paul Palmer in the third.
Vikings 31, Bears 7
Tommy Kramer has his job back, and the Chicago Bears aren't too
happy about it. Kramer, who began the seas9n on the bench and asked to
be traded after the Vikings lost to Buffalo on opening day, passed for
three touchdowns.
Kramer completed 15 of 28 passes for 258 yards, hitting Anthony
Carter with touchdown passes of 40 and 16 yards and Hassan Jones with'
a 19-yard scoring strike before departing midway through the fourth
quartet.
Bengals 17, Steeiers 12
Boomer Esiason hit Eddie Brown with a 65-yard fourth-quarter scoring pass to rally the unbeaten Bengals over error-prone Pittsburgh. The
Bengals are 3-0 for the first time since 1975, when they finished 11-3

(Coned on page 13)

Major League Baseball

Red Sox, A's are measuring their steps;
Lanier drills Astros after loss to Giants
By The Associated Press

The Boston Red Sox took a giant
step toward taking the small step
the Oakland Athletics hope to take
tonight.
The Red Sox, plagued by a long
history of failure, took control of
the American League East race
Sunday iith a 91 victory d'ver—the
New York Yankees. .After losing
the opener of a four-game series to
the Yankees Thursday, the Red
Sox won the next three.
"And I guarantee we won't lose
three in a row in Toronto. Why
should we?" Boston manager Joe
Morgan said as his team, holding a
six-game lead, prepared to visit
the Blue Jays tonight.
The Athletics, meanwhile, can
clinch the AL West this evening at
home by defeating Minnesota.
Oakland's magic number is two

and can be cut to zero viith a victory over the World Series
champions. ,
Oakland beat Kansas City 3-2
while the Twins lost to Chicago,
8-5. Elsewhere, Baltimore blanked
Detroit 2-0, Milwaukee trounced
Seattle 10-2, Toronto downed
Cleveland 4-0 and California stopped Texas 6-5.
•
"We just didn't get the job done.
In this game, you have to learn to
accept the good and the bad,"
Yankees manager Lou Piniella
said.
In 1978, Piniella was a member
of the New York team that swept
four games at Fenway in late
September — a series that which
became known as the "Boston
Massacre." The Yankees, behind
then-ace Ron Guidry, went on to
beat the Red Sox in a playoff for

the division title, climaxing an im- ed the bases before Farr unintenprobable comeback.
tionally walked Henderson on four
Guidry, far removed from the pitches.
form that won him the Cy Young aOrioles 2, Tigers0
decade ago, started again Sunday.
Bob Milacki, making his major
Ellis Burks hit a three-run league debut, held Detroit to one
homer in the first inning and Mar- hit for eight innings as visiting
ty Barrett's two-run double chased Baltimore ended a five-game losGuidry in the second. 'Dwight ing streak. "
Evans met reliever Neil Allen
Milacki left the game after a
with a two-run homer that made it rain delay of 1 hour, 17 minutes in
7-1.
the top of the ninth inning. Tom
Athletics 3:Royals 2
Niedenfuer pitched one hitless innJose Canseco hit his 40th home ings for his 18th save.
run and Dave Henderson walked
Tom Brookens got Detroit's only
with the bases loaded in the bot- hit, a line-drive double in the third
tom of the 11th inning to force inning.
home the winning run.
Pete Stanicek homered in the
Luis Polonia led off the 11th with sixth off Frank Tanana, 14-10, to
a double against Steve Farr, 5-4, break a scoreless tie.
and Stan Javier walked. The runBrewers 10, Mariners 2
ners advanced on Canseco's fly
Jeffrey Leonard's fourth career
ball and an intentional walk load- (Coned on page 13).
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Milwaukee at California. in,
Kansas City at Seattle, In(
Minnesota at Oakland. in

AMERICAN LEAtil'E
East Division
W
L Pet. GB
Boston
570 —
85
64
Detroit
79
70
530 6
Milwaukee
80
71
5::.0
6
New York
78
70
527 64
Toronto
77
73
513 84
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71
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Baltimore
52 95 .934 32
V.ekt Division
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Oakland
95
55
633
Minnesota
557 114
83 136
Kansas City
79
70
530 154
California
75
75
560 se
Texas
65
83
439 29
Chicago
63 65
426 31
Seattle
61
88
409 334
Saturday's Games
Minnesota 3 Chicago 1
Boston 3, New York 1
Cleve?and 12. Toronto 3
Oakland 3, Kansas City 2
Detroit 7, Baltisnore 3
Texas 7. California 4
Seattle 11, Milwaukee 0
Sunday's Giunes'
Boston 9, New York 4
Baltimore 2, Detroit 0
Toronto 4, Cleveland 0
Chicago 8. Minnesota 5
California 6, Texas 5
Oakland 3. Kansas City 9. 11 innings
Milwaukee 10. Seattle 2
Monday's Games
Baltimore 4Harni5ch 9-11 at New York
n
,Dotson 10.9
Detroit Terrell
7-1Cleveland
un
1 Tett 8-61 at De

ATION 41.LEAGUE
East Division
V.
1. Pet. GB
New York
91 57 ..615
Pittsburgh
79
69
534 12
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7-4
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St Louis
73
77
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Chicago
70 79
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Philadelphia
60 89 .403 314
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86 61
585 —
Houston
78
71 "463 9
San Francisco
78
71
523
9
Cincinnati
77
71
520 94
San Diego
.73
74
497 13
Atlanta
51
96
Saturday's Gimes
SariFrancisco 4. Houston 2
New York 6. Montreal 2
Chicago 6. St Louis 4
San Diego 9. Atlanta 4, 1st game
Atlanta 6. San Diego 3. 2nd game
Los Angeles 4. Gincinnati 3
Pittsburgh 7. Philadelphia 2.
Sunday's Games
New Vink 5. Montreal 3
Philadelphia 6, Pittsburgh 5, 10 inmr4
Atlanta 6. San Diego 5, 10 innings
Los Angeles 2. Cincinnati 0
St Louis 5. Chicago 4
San Francisco 10 Houston 3
Monday's Games
Montreal ,De Martinez 15-12. at Chicago
(Schiraldi 6-12.
San Francisco IT Wilson 0-D at Atlanta
(Mahler 0-15.. in.
San Dior Whitson 12.10) at Cincinnati
n
D.Jackson 21-7
Los Angeles .Hershiser 21-81 at -Houston
(Ryan 12.111. in,
Pittsburgh intim,* 7-11, at St Louis
Mathews 4-61. n
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Diego at Cincinnati
San Francisco at Atlanta. In
Los Angeles at Houston, in,
Philadelphia at New York, in.
Montreal at Chicago. in.
Pittsburgh at St Louis. In

0-•

Boston iBoddlOker 12-151 at Tunxito telarr
cy9.13, n,
• Chicago 1 Long 7-11 at Texas K Brown
I
Milwaukee I Wegman 12-In at California
(Witt 13-13., fl
Kansas City 'Bannister 11-12 at Seattle
1 Langston 12-111, ( n
Minnesota tToliver 7-U at Oakland
Stewart 18-12
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore at New York, in
Cleveland at Detroit, In'
Boston at Toronto, in)
Chicago at Texas. in)
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— Stevie Wonder — Richie Valen and much much morel
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Southern Illinois holds off...
our responsibilities and they just won the football game. I think it quarter, but a four-yard run by
made the big plays. But we settled :would have just turned right Reynolds and two incomplete
passes left the Racers with a
down and began taking on our over."
responsibilities and were able to
Instead, the Salukis came out of fourth-and-six at the SIU eight.
Mahoney again opted for an atcome back .halftime with the momentum and
It took the Racers only four gained even more steam when tempt at the first down and again
plays to come back with their se- Willie Davis intercepted a Proctor the Saluki defense met the
cond score as Proctor found pass and raced 23 yards to the SIC challenge, pressuring Proctor into
an incomplete pass.
James Huff on a two-yard screen 47 yard line.
The Racers finally put together
and Hayung Koehler added his seGibson used a 25-yard pass to
cond extra point to trim the SIC Garrett Hines to give the Salukis a their third scoring drive after forclead to 21-14 with nearly five first-and-goal at the nine yard line. ing the Salukis to punt with 7:21
minutes left in the half.
The SIC quarterback lost eight left in the contest. The Racers usThe Racers had a chance to yards on the next play, however, ed a little more than two minutes
draw even closer in the whaning moving his squad back to the 17. to move the ball 78 yards as Promoments of the half. The Murray The loss was quickly wiped out ctor completed five passes, including the scoring toss to Taylor.
State defense stopped the Salukis when fullback Chuck Harmke
After seeing his offense move
and a pass interference call rambled into the end zone on the
the ball well in the second half,
brought the Racers to the SIU 28.
next play.
Mahoney was pleased with his
Murray turned freshman
"We're running a stunt right inteam's.,„fighting spirit, despite
speedster Felix Springfield loose to that. One kid... everybody else
on a reverse and he carried the plays one defense and he plays coming up short.
ball 13 more yards to the 15.
another one and doesn't tackle the — "They did a great job at the end.
We just ran out of time," the
After a four-yard pick-up by dive back," Mahoney said of his
Proctor and an incompletion, Pro- team's let-down on what proved to
ctor went to the air successfully be the winning score. "He gets the
again, hitting Davis over the top. dive back and there's no gain —
'Davis managed to gain only four the play's over. One guy screwed
yards, however, and the Racers up and we were in man coverage
were looking at a fourth-and-two so the safety's not in centerfield to
from the seven yard line.
back us up and the kid walked into
Mahoney chose to go for the first the end zone."
down in hopes of knotting the
The Racers drove the ball near
game before halftime, but Brown the end of the third quarter, but
was stuffed after a gain of only one the drive stalled at the Saluki 34
and SILJ carried its seven-point and Koehler's 52-yard field goal
lead into the locker room at attempt missed wide to the right.
intermission.
MSU didn't threaten again until
"Maybe I should have kicked the end of the third period when it
the field goal. We were moving the took over on a missed field goal by
ball and I thought we could-get it," Bookout and drove 66 yards, 36 of
Mahoney said. "I wanted to go in them coming off a Proctor-to21-21. I thought if we went in
Arterburn completion. The drive
21-even at the half, we would have carried over into the fourth

(Coot from page 19)
Salukis to a 14-0 lead.
The Racers were turned back
again on their third possession and
had to punt after just three plays.
Rod Coggin's kick went just 24
yards and the Salukis, who enjoyed excellent field position most
of the afternoon, began their third
series on the Murray 48.
Back-up quartesback Scott Gabbert engineered the Salukis to the
one yard line, where Moore lept
over the pile for another
touchdown and, after Bookout's
kick, SIU had a commanding 21-0
lead.
''When you play an option team
and you bust assignments, they
make big plays and that's what
happened early in the game."
Mahoney said. "I'm disappointed
in the way we started off. We just
busted a couple of things there
.early that we had worked on and
gave them big plays."
Mahoney wasn't disappointed in
the way his offense responded to
the 'deficit, however, as Proctor
guided his team to an 80-yard scoring drive midway through the second quarter with passes of 21 and
37 yards that helped set up
freshman Conrad Reynolds' fouryard touchdown carry, his first
college score. with 6:48 remaining
in the opening half.
Ian Oliver fumbled on the
Salukis' next possession and MSC'
defensive end Joe March
recovered the loose ball on the SIU
18.
"We came out kind of relaxed,''
March said. "We didn't take on

A COMMON SENSE
APPROACH TO PERSONAL
FINANCIAL PLANNING

second-year coach said. "We
didn't get set up with 10 seconds to
go. We should have killed the ball
and maybe it should have down to
eight and we let it go down to four.
Therefore, we only had one play
left."
In addition to Proctor's 351
yards passing, MSU's Kenny
Flagg picked up 30 yards on the
ground and Davis added another
28.
Arterburn was Proctor's main
target, hauling in seven passes for
153 yards. Huff finished with 76
yards off four receptions, including the touchdown grab.
SIU's Gibson fired for 173 yards
on 11-of-15 passing. Gabbert hit on
2-01-4 throwing for 30 yards. Yates
led the SIU running attack with 43
- yards and a score.
The Salukis picked up 220 yards
on the ground compared to MSU's

90, but Proctor's 351 yards through
the air easily out-distanced SIU's
208.
Reggie Kennedy led the Murray
defense, getting in on 14 tackles.
Shelton Burruss and Lance Golden
each contributed to 11.
The Racers will visit NevadaReno on Saturday. Mahoney hopes
that the steady improvement he
sees in his team will continue
through the week, especially in the
scoring department.
"I think we've improved. We
scored three touchdowns and just
missed on one," he said. "But
again, we get down inside the 20
and didn't come out with -any
points a couple of times. That's not
good and it's two weeks in a row
now.
"Now we're three plays away
from being 3-0 instead of 0-3."

The winners of the first annual W.A.T.C.H. Golf Tournament are pictured above. The team of, from left: Pete
Bogart, Tim Garland, Jon Muehleman and Robert Billington (not pictured) took first in the tournament this
weekend at the Oaks Country Club with an 18-hole store of 57. Phil Liddle won the special drawing for a free
trip anywhere in the LS. Officials say $1,560 was raised for the W.A.T.C.H. organization.
Stun photo by Scott Wilson

Sponsored by: Murray State University Foundation

Learn how to:
• Manage your money • Structure your investments
• Reduce your taxes
• Reduce your insurance costs
• Save and invest more • Retire financially independent
A THREE PART SERIES.
TUESDAYS
October 4, 11, and 18
6:30 - 10:00 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Student Center
The Barkley Room
Murray, Kentucky 42071

COST:$39.00 couples or singles

(Cont'd from page 10)
compared to her taller, more
muscular competitors — until
they hit the water.
Evans, a triple world record
holder, easily won the women's
400-meter individual medley by
1.70 seconds in 4 minutes, 37.76
seconds, or more than a body's
length ahead of silver medalist
Noemi Lung of Romania and
bronze medalist Daniela Hunger
of East Germany.
Evans said she is stronger,
relative to her weight of 105
pounds, than any other woman
swimmer.
"Even though I'm skinny, I'm
not that little," said Evans, at 5-4
the shortest swimmer in the race
and a head shorter than some of
her competitors. "I'm petiteboned. I don't see what difference
that makes. It never bothered me
and never will."
The 6-foot-7 Biondi, with a
bronze medal around his neck
after finishing third in the 200

Session

Session 3
Introdustion to Mutual Funds
lour Personal Financial
- The
Kes to Your Suc.ess

Tangible Assets
Pre. it'll.. Metals, Rare Coins
Diamonds and Colored Gemstones

Session 2

Retirement Planning
indisidual Retirement Accounts
ii R A kciigh Plans 401(k) Plans
Annuities

Putting Your Dollars to Work -Part
(uit'ln%c'-tment-t. onon“n ‘st....1.. Preferred Stodk
Mutual Funds Continued
Limited Partnershipi...... The Smart %%at
hit Ins ,-',tor', to Part it pate in
sophist)t ated In,estments

Risk Management
What You Must Knots About Life
Insurance I Term, WbOle Life,
Universal Life, Variable Life, Single
Premium Life)
Do You Flaw Your Most Valuable
_
Asset Insured'

For guaranteed sating, clip and mail this registration today!

812 474-6200

and ask for registration. YOu will be fully enrolled arlhat time, so you do not need to fill in the registration
form. Nit please have the necessary information hands If tegistering by mail, complete the form at the
bottom and send it to

P.O. Box 5267 a Evansville, IN 47716

REGISTRATION FORM
E] Please entoll me for Successful Money Management course
I am not able to attend now; but please let me know of future seminar dates.
Name

Social Security a
Social Security a

freestyle behind Australia's Duncan Armstrong and Sweden's
Anders Holmertz, wasn't terribly
disappointed either, even though
he did not live up to speculation he
would equal Mark Spitz' seven
golds.
"I never said I would win seven
gold medals," said Biondi of the
University of California at
Berkeley.
Armstrong, 46th in the world
coming into the Games, broke the
world record of favorite Michael
Gross of West Germany, finishing
in 1:47.25. That was nearly three
seconds faster than Armstrong
ever swam.
Holmertz v;4s -timed in 1:47.89
and Biondi in 1:47.99, just off

Call for a quote on your auto
or homeowners insurance.
Compare Allstate for value.
‘.

Absolutely no obligation.
Call now for an
estimate.

Home Phone

Gross's previous record of 1:47.44.
Gross finished fifth.
Adrian Moorhouse of Britain,
Who won the 100 breastroke at the
world championships but was disqualified for an illegal turn, won
the Olympic gold in the event Monday in 1:02.04, a mere 100th of a second ahead of-Karoly Guttler of
Hungary.
Attlerican boxers got off to a
rocky start when Kelcie Banks of
Chicago was hospitalized Sunday
night after being knocked out and
spending about three minutes on
the mat in a 125-pound bout
against unheralded Regilio Tuur
of the Netherlands.
Banks was released Monday
after neurological tests and a CAT
scan showed he was normal.
Without even taking a punch,
though, Anthony Hembrick, stationed with the Army at Fort
Bragg, N.C., lost on a disqualification after showing up a few
minutes late for his 165-pound bout
against South Korea's la Jong-ho.
Hembrick left the arena near
tears and U.S: officials filed a protest to a fi;/e-man grievance
committee.
"We had no idea it was that
close to the time," U.S. head
coach Ken Adams said. "I feel bad
about it. I'll take the blame. I feel
for Hembrick. I wish there was
something I could do"

Wretlund...

Address•
City

Roger Williams, Daryl Vaughn
and Bryan Lewis.
67-Betty Lowry, Inus Orr,
Etheleen McCallen and Evelyn
Jones,
68-Joe Stonecipher, Dana
Stonecipher, David Gram and
Janet Wallis.
69-Mike Johnson, Terry Doss,
Tom Maxwell and Joey Williams;
Brad Lyons, Lauren- Balmer,
Lance Balmer and Tommy
Wagner; Vicki Oliver, Pat McClain, Sue Stone and Irene Woods.
- 71-Tim HoItowar, Larry Dowdy,
George Cook and arida Perry.
74-Della Miller, Andy Hafner
and Judy Hafner.
No score was reported from the
foursome of Keith Norwood, Gary
Lovett, David Palmer and Larry
Farmer.

To register, call collect 812-474-6200, or
use attached form

SEMINAR AGENDA

Registration information: To register by phone. call -

Greg Wm;and Phillip Pritchard;
and John Boyer, Bill Nelson, Ken
Purcell and John Wyatt.
62-Bobby Atkins, Butch Elliott,
Phil Liddle and Wilburn Sirls:
Ricky Atkins, Barry Herndon,
Brad ,Edwartls and Eddie
Stubblefield.
63-David Ryan, Danny Rogers,
Nicky Ryan and Hal Kemp.
64-Walter Epps, Claudean Epps,
Bobby McKinney and Linda
McKinney.
65-Lynwood Smels-er, John
Ryan, Willie Williams and
Lawrence Philpot; Purdom
Lovett, Bob LamaStus, Tom
Clendenon and Terry Turner; Bob
Burnett, Shelba Burnett, James
Hooper and Judy Hooper.
66-Rick Miller, David Sinclair,
William Vance and Ron Colson:

Evans'gold medal shines...

Forbes Financial Group will provide the workshop instructions. Their group
consists of Financial Planners, Certified Public Accountants, and Attorneys at
Law, all knowledgeable and competent instructors.

Putting Your Dollars to Work -Part I
C ash Reserves
Bonds

The, team of Rob Billington,
Pete Bogart, Tim Garland and Jon
Muehlemann claimed first place
in Saturday's W.A.T.C.H. Benefit
Tournament at the Oak's Country
Club.
The foursome finished with a
score of 57 in the four-man scramble, with second place going to the
foursome of Charlie Hargrove,
Lennis Beane, M. Andrews and
Virgil Dick,
Tied for third at 59 were the
foursomes of Tony Montgomery,
A.R. Hatcher, Norman Lane and
Steve Gordon, and David Bryan,
Don FrizzelV Jerry Austin and
John Morgan.
Other finishes included:
60-Mack Morgan, Mary Bain,
Bill Seale and Truman Whitfield.
61-Max Oliver, Rudell Parks,

(You will receive a complete workbook,
data form, and audio cassette.)

Registration limited to 50 couples

Your Foundation tor Financial
independence
Foe ()serail Obiectixes
inamial
Planning
lour Tax Bracket it Aticsts lour
Financial Plan
Become Financially Independent The
Fighth Wonder of tfte World Compound Interest
The F Reds of Inflation

Foursome wins W.A.T.C.H. tournament

State

Zip
Mirk Phone

Make check payable to: Successful Money Management

Allstate*

Allow.* Impunities Compri:1y

Dan Shiple),
The Mutts)
Insurance Aghticy
Re! Air (enter 183.4731

(Cont'd from page 11)
stiff and Wigger's round was only
good enough for ninth as she failed
to advance
Wigger is the second Murray
State shooter to participate in the
Olympics. Pat Spurgin won a gold
medal in the 1984 Games.
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National Football League..
((oat'd from page 11)
"I'm very happy right now, but I've seen teams start 3-0 and totally
fizzle," said Esiason, who threw for two touchdowns. "We've still got a
lot of work to do because it's a very long season."
James Brooks rushed for 88 yards as the Bengals took over the AFC
Central Division lead with the help of six Pittsburgh turnovers.
Jets 45, Oilers 3
Wesley Walker caught three touchdown passes to lead the Jets to their
largest margin of victory ever in a game marred by 190 yards in
penalties, including nine personal fouls.
"I was thinking, You aren't going to come in here and push us
around," said Jets rookie cornerback James Hasty, who was involved
in some early pushing and shoving.
. Tony 7,endejas kicked a 30-yard field goal to give the Oilers a 3-0 lead
after a Walker fumble, but Ken O'Brien gave the Jets the lead for good
with an eight-yard touchdown pass to Kurt Sohn and Freeman McNeil
scored on an eight-yard run for a 14-3 lead.
Redskins 17, Eagles 10
The Redskins spent much of the afternoon chasing Randall Cunningham, and for once they had some success, sacking him satimes as
Washington remained tied with the Giants for the lead in the FTC East.
The Redskins scored touchdowns on each of their first two possessions. Timmy Smith scored on a 19-yard run and rookie Jamie Morris
added a 27-yard TD run.
•
Cunningham hit Mike Quick with a 55-yard scoring pass with 14:08 left,
giving Cunningham at least one touchdown pass in 15 straight games.
Saints 22, Lions 14
Bobby Hebert completed 23 of 32 passes for 282 yards, including a
29-yard scoring toss to Lonzell Hill to lead the Saints.
But Detroit misfired on a fake punt to set up the go-ahead touchdown.
On a fourth-and-18 situation at the Detroit 12, Lions punter Jim Arnold
appeared to have Carl Painter open for a pass, but Painter didn't turn
around in time and the throw was incomplete.
Two plays later, Dalton Hilliard scored on a four-yard run to put the
Saints ahead 19-14 with 50 seconds remaining in the third quarter.
Bills 16, Patriots 14
The Bills remained undefeated and atop the AFC East with another
solid defensive performance and strong kicking from Scott Norwood,
who converted a 41-yard field goal with 11 seconds left to give them their
first victory over New England in 12 games.

Major League Baseball...
(Cont'd from page 11)
grand slam led Milwaukee over
host Seattle and kept the Brewers'
hopes alive in the AL East.
Leonard hit his eighth home run
in the third inning against Mike
Campbell, 6-10.
White Sox 8, Twins 5
Dan Pasqua hit two homers,
went 4-for-4 and drove in four runs
as Chicago won at the Metrodome.
Pasqua's three-run homer
highlighted a five-run rally in the
seventh inning. Pasqua, batting
.107 since Aug. 17, led off the ninth
with his 19th home run this season,
all against right-handed pitchers.
Angels 6, Ragers 5
Wally Joyner blooped a two-run
single with two outs in the bottom
of the ninth inning that rallied
California over Texas.
Blue Jays 4,Indians0
Dave Stieb pitched a four-hitter
and Toronto beat visiting
Cleveland andiemained on the fringe of the AL East chase.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Giants 10, Astros 3
After throwing batting practice
to the San Francisco Giants, the
Houston Astros stayed late and
threw batting practice to
themselves.
Following a 10-3 loss to the
Giants on Sunday, Houston
manager Hal Lanier was so angry
he ordered his team back on the
field for a 1%-hour workout. He
was angry after Houston lost its
fourth consecutive game and dropped into a second-place tie with
San Francisco, nine games behind
the division-leading Los Angeles
Dodgers.
The Astros, one-half game out
on Aug. 9, have lost 21 of 37 since.
"I don't know if it will help,"
Kevin Bass said. They don't
throw the ball right down the middle in games."
In the barren, Astrodome,
cleared of fans after the game.
Houston players took batting practice and did situation drills. The
players weren't happy but
understood Lanier's anger.
Mets 5, Expos 3
Dwight Gooden won his 18th
game and Darryl Strawberry hit
his league-leading 34th home run
as New York lowered its magic
number to three and increased its
lead to 12 games over Pittsburgh.
Gooden, 18-7, gave up eight hits,
struck out nine and walked two in
eight innings.

Italian
Village
Pizza

•
...when you think
of pizza...
---- COUPON - — — — —
•

1 LARGE
16" PIZZA
EXTRA CHEESE
plus 2 topping of your choice on
each plaza

Dine In or
Pock Up Only
Central Shopping Center

Dodgers 2, Reds0
John Tudor and Alejandro Pena
combined on a five-hitter and Jeff
Hamilton broke a scoreless-'tie
with a seventh-inning double off
Frank Williams, 3-2.
Cardinals 5,Cubs 4
Larry McWilliams, 6-7, gave up
five hits in 5 2-3 innings and hit a
two-run single and Greg Maddux
failed to win for the 11th time in 13
starts since the All-Star break.
Braves 6, Padres 5
Pinch-hitter Ozzie Virgil singled
in the winning run in the 10th inning after the Braves wasted a 5-1
lead.
Phillies 6, Pirates 5
Phil Bradley hit a 10th-inning
sacrifice fly after Lance Parrish
tripled off Randall Kramer, 0-1.
Steve Bedrosian, 5-6, the fourth
Phillies pitcher, entered to start
the 10th.

Norwood's third field goal of the game came after Jim Kelly threw his
first touchdown pass of the sewn,a three-yarder to Robb Riddick with
9:15 left that pulled the Bills within 14-13.
Cardinals hi, Boca 24
Cliff Staudt relieved injured Neil Lomax and hit Jay Novacek with a
42-yard touchdown pass with 3:14 to play to give the Cardinals their first
victory of the season.
Tampa Bay's Lan Tate scored on a 47-yard run and Donald Igwebuike's extra point, which bounced off the left upright before going
through, had given the Bucs a 24-23 lead.
Dolphins 24, Packers 17
The Dolphins started fast, then held on for their first win of the season_
Lorenzo Hampton scored on a two-yard run after William Judson
blocked a Packer punt, and Dan Marino hit Mark Clayton with a 25-yard
scoring pass as Miami ran up a 17-0 first-quarter lead.
-We needed one to get started: 0-2 was tough to live with," Miami
coach Don Shula said.
Marino threw for two touchdowns.
Chargers 17, Seahawks 6
Linebacker Keith Browner intercepted two passes, including one he

returned 55 yards for the first touchdown of his five-year career, as San
Diego ended an eight-game losing streak.
"Two 'interceptions) in one game is the best I've ever had in professional football, and a touchdown at that," said Browner, who switched
from the line to replace holdout Chip Banks.
Gary Anderson scored on a 25-yard run with 4:06 remaining in the
game for some insurance.
Giants 12, Cowboys ii
A "phantom" safety and Harry Carson's goal-line interception in the
fourth quarter gave the Giants only their third victory at Texas Stadium
since 1974.
Darryl Clack muffed the opening kickoff at his 1-yard line and was
tackled in the end zone by Mark Collins for the safety, which shook the
Cowboys up as they argued in vain, even though they were right.
"The play should have gone as a touchback with the Cowboys taking
the ball on the 20," replay official Armen Terzian admitted in a statement released in the second half. "I was remiss in not reviewing the play
at the time, but I felt there was an interpretation on the field which I was
unaware of and would have allowed the safety."
Rams 22, Raiders 17
The Rams defense registered nine sacks and Jim Everett threw a
54-yard touchdown pass to Aaron Cox with 2:13 left in the game to clinch
the victory.
Gary Jeter had five of the sacks for the Rams,&O.
Steve Beuerlein threw TD passes of 39 yards to Marcus Allen and 49
yards to Tim Brown, and Greg Bell added a six-yard scoring run for the
Raiders,.

Weekend rewrite...
(Cont'd from page 10)
of Dexter, Mo. William Yarber scored three touchdowns for the second
straight game and Beau Brown had a 75-yard interception return for a
touchdown.
Too windy for Eagles
. „
Graves County's Eagle feathers were ruffled by the breeze caused by
Tilghman's speedy runners as the Blue Tornado chalked up a 35-6 win.
Tilghman scored on the first play of the game, but Graves County did
manage to hold the Big Blue to a 14-6 first-half margin. Tilghman's
speed led to touchdowns of 40, 32, 56 and 40 yards before a two-yard dive
capped the scoring.

Mahoney still proud...
(Cont'd from page 11)
and it's healthy in a lot of ways.
The most obvious benefit to
Mahoney's open attitude is that it
makes it really easy for the
players to know what he expects. I
believe what Mahoney expects is
an all-out effort with no excuses as
to why the Racers come up short.
He also expects that effort in the
classroom and, based on early
results, he gets it.
The players who don't make
their grades don't make the team,
as was evidenced when Mahoney
booted his top returning running
back, Rodney Payne, off the team
in the spring.
I guess the bottom line to most
fans is found in the won-lost column. Mahoney knows that, saying
that coming close is getting a little
tiresome and that he "gets paid to

Heath claims another cup
Jack Haskins' legacy lives on at Heath High School, where the
Calloway County head coach claimed 10 McCracken County championships (in annual competition between Heath, Lone Oak and Reidland).
Friday night marked Heath's 12th county cup in 18 years as the Pirates
pounced on the 0-4 Reidland Greyhounds, 36-0.
Colonels outrank Marshals
Trailing 12-6 at Henderson County in the third quarter, Marshall County was stopped at the Colonels' six-yard line — then saw Jason
Willoughby scamper 90 yards for a Henderson touchdown that opened
the gates for a 31-6 blowout. Henderson picked up 401 yards on the
ground against Marshall, including the Willoughby jaunt.

against the Salukis, throwing for
351 yards and two touchdowns.
In addition to building impressive credentials for his goal of
making the All-OVC team, he
drew some impressive compliments from his coach.
-"The kid's a great quarterback
He can play at Division I schools,"
Mahoney said. "He's going to be
playing on Sundays in a couple of
years. How else can you descrilr,

him?

"Yeah, he throws bad passes
sometimes and he makes the
wrong reads sometimes, but I'd
rather have him back there than
anybody."
• • •
As strong as Proctor's passing
is, he admits that he's not satisfied
with his perfbrmance as a
wishbone quarterback just yet.
The Racer coaching staff added
But fans shbuld be patient with the wishbone to their attack to
MSU's coach. His youngsters have help highlight Proctor, but he says
shown signs of improving and, that he needs a little more work to
although Mahoney hasn't exactly be effective.
been perfect at his job either, he
"There are going to be some
seems to have the squad improv- ,kinks in it," he says. "There are
ing at a steady rate.
going to be times when I make bad
Besides, the real test begins Oct. reads and what have you. It still
1 when the Racers open their OVC needs work."
schedule, hosting Tennessee Tech.
Proctor rushed the ball 11 times
• • •
and picked up 36 yards against
If there's one player that SIU, but unsuccessful scrambles
Mahoney will never trade, it's in the backfield on throwing downs
Proctor. The MSU quarterback left him with a net gain of three
had another brilliant afternoon yards.

Wrapping it up
OtlYei scores of interest: Hopkinsville defeated Madisonville 13-2, Fort
Knox edged Bardstown in overtime, 20-17, and Somerset defeated Harrodsburg 18-13.
In the First District standings, Christian County, Henderson and
Daviess County are tied with 1-0 records in 4A district play. Christian is
3-2 overall, Henderson 2-3 and Daviess 1-4.
Marshall County is 3-2 overall, 0-2 in 4A, Owensboro Apollo is 2-3, 0-2
and Madisonville is 0-4, 0-0.
In 3A, Tilghman leads with a 2-0 district record while Calloway is 1-0.
The Tornado is 2-2 overall to Calloway's 3-1 season mark. Hopkinsville
(4-1) and Union County (2-2) have yet to play a district game, while
Graves County (3-2) is 0-1 and Lone Oak (1-4) is 0-2.
No district games have been played in 2A, where Mayfield is 3-1, Fort
Campbell 2-2, Caldwell 1-3 and Reidland 0-4. Poor Mayfield really has it
tough.
In 1A, meanwhile, the Crittenden steamroller is 4-0 and 2-0 in the
district while Heath is 4-1, 1-0. Fulton City, 3-2, is in third place with a 1-1
district record while 1-4 Fulton County is in fourth by benefit of not having played a district game yet. Murray is 0-3,0-land in fifth place, ahead
of Ballard Memorial (0-5, 0-2).

sma.
The years age
Over 215 million in new coo
struction was begun in Murray
during 1978, according to
estimates made by Murray Cisigruficant time to bear fruit
ty Planner Stephen lea and
Howevier, we must insist on proMurray State University
perly trained counselors and
officials
allow them to work with children,
Staff Sgt Rocky Shapla of
parents, and teachers By doing
Murray has been selected to
this, we have begun the prospect
represent Paducah battalion in
for hope that our children deserve
annual "Centuryman of the
Kentucky
of
people
the
and that
Year- competition in lOOth Armust support
my Reserve Division
Our governor has Initiated a I Donald R Tucker, a Murraya
Realtor was insulted as
"Champions Against Drugs- prodirector of National Ada0Cla.
gram to find solutions to the drug
tion of Realtors during mid- 1_
and aleohel orobiern our chiihren
winter meeting at Anaheim.
face 'We must rue to the occasion,
Calif . Jan 30
and support Gov Collins in this efRebecca Gould and Kate
fort to help our children Indeed,
Kennedy ApperSOn ?f Murray
we must all become champions in
future
_ were initiated tiito _Delta
the fight for our cluldren's
Omega Chapter of Alpha
Our first step should be elemenMicron Pi sorority at Murray
tary counselors.
State Eruversity Both girls are
Kenneth R. Johnstone. Executive
freshmen
Director
flyway years ago
Kentucky Association of School
Mayor Holmes Ellis,
Administrators
Rotarian and newly elected
1121 Louisville Rd
chairman of Murray Hospital
Building No 1
Commission spoke about
Frankfort, Ky 40201
operation of the hospital at a
*sone of Murray Rotary Club

Drug, alcohol abuse a student problem

YES.
YES.
YES.
-YES.
YES.

Kentucky people have become
Dear Editor
new "drug proKentucky is experiencing a pro. hardened to past.
what we have
the
blem which, if unchecked, grams"In tended to be quick fixes
prescribed
social
the
undermine
threatens to
long-term solutions We
fabric of our people and to stop our and notchange the mind -set
children from achieving their must our political offices last
ultimate potential This problem, Because
new programs must be
drug and alcohol abuse, has been four years.
results immediate.
treated in the past rather started, show
spasmodically with little or no ly, or be cancelled
One program that will bear fruit
success There has been an emresults, if given enough
phasis on education. scare tactics. and show
would be to place an elementougher laws, but nothing has time,counselor
in every school
stemmed the tide Perhaps the tary approximately 150 out of 900
In
problem has been one of too many.
schools, progressive
disjointed programs with the em- elementary
communities are meeting the
phasis on the wrong pert of the challenge with the best. rolw hope
m.
for our children rielnentary
Suppose we approach ,the pro- counselors
are working with Our
blem as one grounded in the young people at the time we have
IT'
life
child's
of
a
earliest years
chance of success—before
we can agree that the problem the best
experience the problem
begins in the frustraton of an they
Elementary counselors can
unhappy home, the wrong
with all children to help
messages communicated over ,the work
positive attitudes about
airways. or the anxieties ex- develop
themselves They can begin the in
nuclear,
a
in
living
perienced by
ternalding process which takes
unsettled world, then we might
consider a different approach in

Liquor sold to underage
drivers is hard to trace

Now the questions.
1. Does Republic offer No Service Charge on my
business account with a low minimum balance of
• $500?
2. Does Republic have a night depository?
3. Is my account insured up to $100,000 by the
FSLIC?
4. Can I access my Republic account by check,
telephone, or pre-authorized transfers?
5. Does my money stay right here in Kentucky to

build our economy?

Republic hasthe business answers
you need. Call us!

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
759-1030.

Member
FSLIC

By JOE WALKER
smSlalWtiWt
*v.^
,1 1%
,fervid boy Is ki'101
a car accident west oi Paducah A shocked
friend. foLueing ui a second car, confesses to
Coroner Jerry Beyer that.they both bed been
drinking beer. heath -

MARRING TO MINORS
W••••••• m.
man • am

MINN
.
00 141

ibdo goo

National l'IA says alcohol is a drug:
larch I - 7 named Awareness V,eek
The nation has become obsessed
—oh the 'issue of drug abuse

parents that alcohol is a drug
March I 7 has been designated as
"---'
"
• or
,
.and Alcohol

Paducah and the underage drinker

Seeyer confiscates
license for record-keei
unaltered In fact, the
A package
store dealer here says he
license show" south turns away a)liquor
hat many
to 30 underage drinkers a
teens
that
There ts no fake ID month. Other dealers don't keep count: police w fact
among
'e
say many of them sell to practically
anyone,
and still is
the rarely getting caught and even
more rarely
getting pulushed.
ensive cap
alcohol ratio measur
These orcum.stances are part
Bears and
twIthese:imafdfabfeyeedemirtab)throdete': authorities fear is a deepening of what
PTA
ational
problem of
roughly eqwvalent to f
underage drinking of alcoholic beverages
Preven
ise
At the loilnge
A
city
orimance bamng
memory is ban
on the often
After a thorough bars has helped, but people under 21 from
ind teens to
city police officer Bob
more fseu than we i Wentworth says that for
ail free In
teenagers, "it's easy.
ca„ of it.' sas Ma to buy liquor
ervice an in this
didn't see them sell it Paducah has 19 county "
to air dor
more liquor licenses than
they killed somebody '
Is week he
points oia u young monie and their
111

1co1101 causes death

Abuse Prevention r hoc"
Thousands of PTAs nationwide
will be focusing heir efforts on the
week's theme. 'Positive Alter
natives A Community Respon
sibility ' Activities will include
participation in sports and other
group programs, and holding
meetings to teach youngsters how
to improve their communication
skills and build self-esteem
Join your local PTA members
and the community in providing
children and youth with alter
natives—to alcohol and other
aubStanCe abuse

beer ano the
Chargec or.
erk A week
ourt charge,
Judge Robert
My re who
rs little about
✓ man store
• 'clerk
four drankfl convictions
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151 proof visiting the Alloway
•(..1.1 fie. froviider tool
Village Ion, where thr
rioter .1 with 17 .,imeenil drinking het 0.
of 'hes
,ate., of acute 'tat,. po!lre 51410
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,
41Art.onit.gc
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)
The bet
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If You
Can Identify
With This...
concern Vote No Sept. 27
finds
Survey

increasing
drugs
over
-time
NI.11% villIK
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34. I
1

Legal

AS of this date. I will nor
be responsible tor any
debts, other than my
September 15,
own
1988 Nancy Jane Shaw
2

Notice
For All Your
Roofing Needs

STEVE
BROWN
(901)498-8995
NO Job TOO Big
Or Too Srnati
Free Estimates
All Work Guaranteed
_
GIFTS FOR ALL DC
CASIONS. Decorated
sweatshirts, wall
pillows, quilts and old
baby cradle. Open Sat.
10-6, Sun, 12-6. Located
on Hwy 121 South near
Cherry Corner.
Granny's Country
Crafts.
GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can $29 99.
Get at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S. 4th
St., Murray

2 .Notice

Let us store your
RV, boat or pontoon behind a
secure fence at

Hosford's
Boat Storage
94 East at
Post Oak Dr.
753-3143
ATTENTIONT LOW
IN
C 0 M.E
HOUSEHOLDS. If you
have never received our
services and need help
in getting your home
weatherized free of
charge, contact the
West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. Phone
7S3.13908
Mayfield 247 4046 for
more information.

HELP!
WM the person who took the
VCR & Recorder from 907
Northwood DI please return
the tape of my chadren that
was in the recorder
No questions wit be asked

HEALTH INSURANCE
If it has anything to do with Major
Medical Insurance, Medicate Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insdrance, we write it and one of our
companies writes more Individual
Guaranteed Renewable Health Insurance than any A + Best rated Company in America.
We represent 7 "A" Excelleni and
"A +" Superior Best rated companies
to offer you the best possible rate and
be
Our local staff includes:
Sharon McConnell, Licensed Agent
Tracy McKinney, Licensed Agent
Jerry McConnell, General Agent--

Notice

2

Notice

otice

WE clean your rings,
free. We discount
iewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street, LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
Mayfield, Ky., Phone Plus Shop 2 miles west
of Hazel on State Line
502247'6762.
TRANSFER your 8MM Road 893 is the place to
home movies to video shop for all your Punch
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft. Embroidery supplies,
including the guaran
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives teed for life Dial-a-Loop
and photographs. Free needle. Receive a free
pick up and delivery. pattern with each visit
Call Donna Darnell, and free catalog with
Video Production purchase of kit. Try our
Glu-n•Wash for easy
Specialties 759'9246.
application. Adult
sweatshirts available
CANCER
from $4-16, sizes Small
XXXLarge, children's
INSURANCE
$3. See our new line of
No age limit to apply.
leather and snakeskin.
If your present policy
492-8580 '
•
is over 5 years old, it

6

Help

Wanted

11

Instruction

15

Articles tor

Sale

24. Miscellaneous
HEAVY duty S'xl0 1/2'
tilt trailer, black, 14"
wheels 753 1729 after
5p.m.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502'247-7831.
PUSH, pull, or drag in
your old pushmower &
get $50 off on a new
Toro. Keith's Lawn &
Tractor Center, Industrial Rd. Call 759
9831.
SIDE of beef for sale
753-7457
USED mowers for sale,
Gilson 16 hp., John
Deere 8 hp, Sears 11hp.
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
Center, Industrial Rd.
759 9831.
WATER heaters, elec
tric, 40 gallon, double
heating elements, 5
years, glass lined tank,
$119.99. Wallin Hardware, Downtown Paris,
Tn.
WE service all brands
of lawn mowers & chain
saws. We also have
parts for Murray lawn
mowers. Keith's Lawn
& Tractor, Industrial
Rd. Call 759 9831

170 CHAIN link fence, 3
corner post, 12 posts,
gate and linking pipe
Call 489 2597 after
•Pen sesponessra
3.30p.m.
on all
)51 CU inch Ford.
Carldicamen
Knitting Yarns
THE Courier Journal is •Poi erecome
Cleveland engine and
r Prices greatly reduced)
looking for a Sunday •Swung
transmission, $350. Also
SIOCOPInTe NOT
only carrier to serve the •Finencot Awe
360 cu. inch inter
Murray area. Esnational, $350. 753-9489.
ALLIANCE
timated gross profit6" CRAFTSMAN corn
TiltoC TOR PIA& ER
$320 a month. 5 hours a
TAAANNIG awn AS
bination belt/ disc
week. Cash bond and
11ANION TN
sander, floor model.
Cal lot Fein
excluding DMC floss)
automobile required.
$225, excellent condiCall 1 800 292 6568,
tion. Industrial grade
Sale Starts
Leave name,. phone
24" Delta Rockwell
Monday. Sept. 19th
number and make of
variable speed scroll
car.
(Closed Wed & Sat.)
BE a tractor trailer saw. $550, excellent
WANTED . Cook to driver or heavy equip- condition. Before 5p.m.
prepare meals for 100- Ment operator. Men and 753-6521. After 6p.m.
150 persons each Wed- women start today on a 435-4567.
nesday evening. For new high paying career. COMMODORE 1 2 8
information
call First No experience neces
inside Juanits's Florist
computer. Must call for
Baptist Church, sary or need to quit job list of extras. $1,300
917 Coldwater Rd.
753-1854.
to start training. value for $750. 753-9815.
759-99b)
WANTED
Man for Financial aid available.
general maintenance Job placement assis
FUEL oil space heater
ance.Cor- with
GOING out of business
work at local shopping
blower, $35. Fisher
-sale. John's Saving Cencenter. -Knowtedge of respondence/ resident baby bear wood stove,
Superior
ter, 2206 Coldwater Rd.
roofing, carpentry, training.
$125. 1982 Honda 50
may not cover some
painting and grounds Training Services, call
All merchandise sale
mini-bike, $175. Full
Found
and
Lost
5.
inter
of
the
newer
work. Must be able to 1-800•527-9502 for
priced Cash sales only.
size fiberglass truck
Ask
treatments such as
INVEST IN YOUR
FOUND White fuzzy plan and work without view in your area.
topper, $75. White Hot
booklet. point
FIGURE
chemotherapy. For
Obtain &
adult dog with collar in supervision. Workers for free career
refrigerator, $35
Headquarters:
KEEP your structure
free information call
vicinity of Northwood comp. provided, hours
753 8953.
Call
flexible. Starting wage Phoenix, Az.
weight, firm and tighten
Dr., Mur-Cal Apart
Jerry McConnell
KITCHEN Aide porta
anytime!
$4.50 per hour. Applica
tissue at any age. Free
ments. 753-3455.
ble dishwasher $200.
Insurance
tion
forms
Monday
figure analysis. Murray
LOST. 18 pieces of
Also a Fisher wood
Hot Tubs & The Body
753-4199
white vinyl soffett. It through Friday at M&G
stove, like new. 753-3076
Dixieland
Glass
in
Designer, 115 S. 13th St.,
"tree lo -a/ claim service"
was high school student
after 5p.m.
Center on
Murray, KY 753-3492.
material for shop pro- Shopping
MICROWAVE oven, 1
Chestnut.
person
ject. Would the
year old. Whirlpool 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
that found it please call 9. Situation Wanted
Princess serves side by 12x60, 2 BEDROOM,
r•-•
753-1873. Reward.
Train to be a
side refrigerator
good condition, apWhite coon BABYSITTING during
LOST
freezer, eggshell. 8 HP pliances and utility
AGENT
TRAVEL
the
day,
Pirates
Cove
hound with brown head,
Troy Built rototiller, pole. $3,500 Call 759weaving red collar in area. 354-8295.
TOUR GUIDE
new. MCS complete 4805.
of
and
GENERAL
house
vicinity of Crossland.
stereo system. 474-8856.
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
12x65 MOBILE home on
fice cleaning, also win
753-4168 or 753-6226.
STORE fixtures- coun- approximately 4 acres.
and
floor
dow
washer
REWARD: lost kitten.
Start locally, full time ;part
ters, tables, chairS, 12 miles out of Murray,
time. Train on live airline comLong haired tabby lost striping. Years of ex
track lights, mirrors, $12,800. (901) 247 3957.
puters. Home study and resiaround Poplar St. perience. Fast dependaglass, display cubicles, 1971 12x60, 2 Bedrooms,
dent
training.
Re
Financial
aid
ble
and
honest.
Please call 753-5824.
step :adders, metal stove and refrigerator,
available. Job placement
ferences supplied. Call
shelving and many, $4,000. 753-8311 or 753assistance National Hdqutrs.
759-1578.
6. Help Wanted
many other items. Con- 2259.
Pompano Bch., FL.
tact Howard Brandon
ASSEMBLERS. Earn I will keep and care for
for information. 753- 1981 14X70 with 9x22
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
money assembling a lady or man and wife
tip-out In Fox Meadows.
in
my
home
in
Hazel.
4389.
Bears.
Musical Teddy
8' ceiling, dishwasher,
Experience,
good
re1-800-327-7728
TOM-Wat
for
supplied.
sale.
Call
Materials
walk in closet, central
Accredited member NHSC
436-2281.
Write: Jo-EI En- ferences. 492-8510.
air, 3 bedrooms, 2
babysitting
in
WILL
do
Box
terprises, P.O.
TOSHIBA BD-3301 desk
baths. 753-4908.
2203, Kissimmee, FL my house. Reasonable
top copier. Like new
1986 MOBILE home 759-9934.
rates.
32742-2203.
436-2635.
28x65, 3 bedroom, 2 1/2
BABYSITTER neded 10. Business Opportunity
bath, yellow vinyl sid16. Home Furnishings
for 12 month old baby.
TRAIN
ing, must move. Must
Call Our Classified
8 a.m.- 4: 30p.m. FOR Sale lawn mowing
TO BE A
CARPET Sale
Free sell! 753 - 3153
Department Today At
Monday -Thursday, business. Equipment
installation. Bel-Air 9a m.-5p.m.; 436 2582
PROFESSIONAL
733-1916
8a.m.-6:30p.m. Friday. and customers. ExcelDecor Store. 7533642.
after 5p.m.
*SECRETARY
lent
753083.
income.
Must be dependable
KING size waterbed, 3
•SEC.;RECErrioNIST
with references. 753- NATIONAL franchise second motionless mat- 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
*EXECUTIVE
8251.
restaurant with
tress, oversized hutch 2 MOBILE homes,
SECRETAR1'
lthere Classified Ads
BABYSITTER needed equipment / leasehold
headboard, $500. 474- completely furnished,
Start locally full ttme pan
Get ResWta
for night in the Carter improvements less than
time Tram on Ilve flint.. con,
2370.
on Highway 641, 1 mile
and
resident
puters
Horne
study
school district only. SE10000. Located high
traintne Financial ald available
PAINT Sale- Check our from Hazel. One trailer
traffic area Murray.
Job placement ...Wye Ns
753-0187.
prices. Bel Air Decor $175 per month with $200
Fleklutrs Pompano no.
Call Mary Jane at
EXPERIENCED pain
Store. 753-3642.
deposit. One trailer $200
*Meson& NS •iallable
ter, commercial and Century 21 Loretta Jobs
per month with $200
WALLPAPER Sale In
*Job Moment AseNttore
residential. 753-9382 or Realtors 753-1492.
deposit. For sale 3
stock and special order
1-800-327-7728
753-047
after
5p.m
-•
paper greatly reduced. storage sheds (like
THE HART titif001.
$ PART TIME $ -DisNEED a job? 4 openings
ARE YOU VI DON'T THINK rT
trireme*. Y....
Bel-Air Decor Store. houses), complete elec
tribute
100%
pure
MOGI
now. You may qualify
tric in every way, 2 TVs,
SMILING, MATTERS MUCH WHAT
753-5738
•Diri•••
natural
Blue
Bird
fruit
T
CO.
AC
if: (1)you do not have
washer and dryer. Call
MARCIE/ ,
I'M DOING, SIR..
juices
to
Holiday
Inn,
20.
Sports
Equipment
GED or your high
for an appointment.
Ramada,
Quality,
Best
school diploma, (2) you
BUSINESSES- Caps, 492-8806.
have been out of school- Western or other ac- 13 For Sale or Trade
jackets, T-shirts, -gnu- -2701t3 SR, furnished-or
counts
set
up
by
com-9- months or more, (3)
s-norls for empTh)yees unfurnished; some new
you are between ages 16 pany. No selling in- FOR Sale or Trade for a and advertisement. Can furniture, natural gas
running
car,
van
volved.
good
Annual
census
& 21. We are a EOE_
be embroidered or electric, air con
This project is funded shows average monthly or Harley Davidson
printed. Faye's, 514 ditioned. Shady Oaks
427,
needs
1969
Corvette
profit
of
$4,566.00.
-This'.
by the Western Ky.
Main St., 753-7743.
753-5209.
1978
work.
Formula
is
not
a
get
rich
qultk
Private Industry
DP Body Tone 300
needs
motor
Firebird,
scheme.
You
-must.
Council- JTPA. Call
rowing machine, like 32. Apts for Rent
J.T.P.A. Out Of School qualify to' be selected. work. 1979 GS 1000 new, $100. 759-1396.
Suzuki,
nice.
753-7300.
1 BEDRO-OM apartRequires
investment
of
753-9378 between' 8:30
ment for rent, 1100 S. 4th
$22,000 cash for equip12:00 5 days a week.
2
2
.
M
u•s
1ea
I
1
4
.
Want
40
-Buy
St. 759-1164.
PEOPLE LEASE now ment. Call toll -free
RECENTLY retired to 2 BEDROOM duplex,
JUNK cars and trucks
accepting applications 1-800-782-1550. Operator
this area Closed music available October 1, no
753 3633 ask for Larry.
for temporary 4J. Anytime.
store. Have brand new children, no pets. Hopositions. Men and STEEL, building de
15. Articles for Sale
Jasper American and ward Brandon, 7534389
women, all job alership with major
Kimball pianos and or 753-5960.
categories. Mail re- manufacturer: sales &
16' TINDUM low boy
sume to: Box 259, engineering support. removable enclosed top organs for sale at FOR Rent: 4 room
Benton or come to office Starter ads furnished
and sides for produce or drastically reduced apartment / washer
at 12th and Elm, Benton Some areas taken. Call
flea marketing. Also prices. EZ play organs, dryer hookup. Stove
consoles, spinet and .1 refrigerator furnished.
(303) 759 3200 Ext. 2401.
for interview.
truck topoer. 436.2300.
petite baby grand Couple or single person.
piano. Call for appoin- No pets. Deposit re
tment 362-4077, 362-4170.
quired. 753-2863 after
5:00 p.m.
'24. Miscellaneous
MUR-Cal apts. Nor
RIGHT AFTER HE COIN& THE
FIREWOOD for Sale. thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
FOR
LISTEN
PHRASE,°NEVER
Tree removal and Now renting. Equal
A TRAIN bY
complete lawn service. Housing Opportunity.
PDT riNo YOUR
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
EAR ON A TRAIN
759-498a.
Free estimate. 436-2758.
43 Sp. matron
TRACK"
FIREWOOD for sale. TAKING applications
44 Smaller
1 Metric land
for Section 8. Rent
437 4667.
number
SNAP
REP
HASP
measure
45 River in
FOR sale- Sharp Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
4 Bird of
HERD
ORA
ALEE
copiers and fax BR. Apply Hilldale
Siberia
heron family
ADAR
TAR
S IRO
47 Stocking part
machines. Demo units Apts., Hardin, Ky.
9 "Days of also available. Call Equal Housing
49 Musical
MANAGE
TAUTER
Lives"
Opportunity.
1-800-248-4319.
instrument
12 Nothing
DO
RILE
53 Desires
FOR sale: Maple dining 34 Houses for Rent
13 Attempts
CASE' SECONDED
57 Anglo-Saxon
table with 2 leaves, just
14 Greek letter
money
refinished. Days 753- 2 STORY, 4 bedrooms, 2
AI T [MULE
AGO
15 Half mask
1953, nights 753-0870.
bath, all rooms extra
58 Short,
17 Endured
POACT ICE
SMOG
informal
GO Carts, go carts, go large, fenced yard.
19 Praise
NOW YOU'LL
HINT
MG
letters
carts. 5 hp. single & Available now, family
21 Concerning
NEVER GET
60 Sudsy brew
R E WUR D
B
UH E D
double seat. Keith's $500. Coleman RE 75322 Dirt
IT f3ACK
61 Supplicate
Lawn & Tractor Center, 9898
ALUR
LIE
TARE
25 Pinch
62 Plague
-Industrial Rd. Call 759
AVAILABLE October
27 Steeps for a
ELIA
SLUM
9831.
1st 2 bedroom, stove,
63 Make lace
short time
HATS
DEN
EWAN
HAY, 2,000 bales fescue, refrigerator, Cherry
3l'Large calk
DOWN
clover, timothy, jap. Corner. No pets/ chil32 Access
Never rained on. $1.75 dren, references/ de
34 "The Wizard
1 In addition
hits
per bale. Call after posit required. 753 3187
16 Sick
of -"
2 - de Janeiro
after 4p m
6 Providence
6p.m. 436-2388.
18 Judgment
35 Falsehood
3 "Nightmare
is its cap.
20 Obscure
36 Follows ess
on - Street7 Slippery fish
22 Halts
37 Therefore
4 Sicilian
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
8 Peter or Ivan
23 European
38 Pierce
volcano
9 Choose
blackbird
41 Spider's trap
5 Certain
10 Employ
24 At home
42 Slender
baseball
DINIAMEO oaks
11 Free of
26 Small
TAKING A NAP
portions
10 11
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
3
28 Three-toed
/1
sloth
14
12
13
29 Sits for
portrait
15
16
17
18
30 Supercilious
,
persons
32 River island
21
19
20
33 Diocese
35 Crit./‘fruit
27 26 29 30
25
26
22 23 24
39 Nickel
1
arm heti
31
3.3
2
I
40 Joan Van
41 The two of us
37
34
35
4136
44 Actress
Thompson
41
38
39
46 Twisted
48 Gaelic
43
42
44
49 Male swan
SO Native metal
51 Tattered
45
47
48
cloth
.. PPP 52 Head to
53
2
60
1
54 Large tub
55 Guldo's high
59
ao
71
%
note
•••
•
56 Deposit
63
62
"Oh. good hocnnens, no, Gladys - not toe in•
59 Tantalum
_ I oto my young lust on hour ogo"
symbol

CLOSE-OUT
SALE

20% off
Storewide

Creative
Expressions

Pond Raised
Catfish For Sale
753-5265
Mark Paschall

MANAGEMENT Wall
Street firm now hiring
Management Trainees.
6151 269 7448_ D.
Thomas

INSTRUCTION
TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

LEARN

00,

Tun

8m
Murr
electr
Mare
Ref.
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Get where the growing is going! Several unique
parcels in the booming 641 North area Buy a
parcel & build or buy the whole package and
speculate! Call our office for details!

MTG BETTER HOMES & GARDENS
753-4000
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_ Quality Carpet

"Best Prices In Town"
Stainmaster, Stainblocker,
Anso V Worry-Free

JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy 641 North

753-6660
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Real Estate

48

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Auto Services

49

Used Cars

SMALL vans, i50 Small
cars and pick ups, $35.
Big vans, 145. Big cars
and stationwagons, $45.
Bog pick ups, $40 Hand
wax or buffering 40
years experience.
Phone no 753-0186.

KENTUCKY Lake lot,
Need An Extra Car
12x60 mobile home,
For A Few Days?
septic, well, lot goes to
survey line. $16,500
Rent From Gene At
442 1770 or 442-3632.
DWAIN TAYLOR
KOPPERUD Realty
CHEVROLET, INC.
offers a complete range
502 753 2617
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
•87•11, w ite
quality homes, all 49
Used Cars
with red interior, CAW
prices. 753 1222, toll free
Will
1953 CHEVROLET, 2 Call 492 8884
1-800 251 HOME E xt
711L for courteous, door, reconditioned en- finance
9811 CUTLASg
competent Real Estate gine. $500 or best offer.
Supreme, good condi
753 9489
service We make buy
ing & selling Real
1954 CHEVROLET Be - tion, new tires Will
lair, 4 door, good condi- trade for small 1983-86
Estate easy for you.
4x4. 759 9818.
LOT for sale single tion. 1952 Plymouth, 2
1981 DATSUN 200 SX,
door,
stationwag
on,
family dwelling, re
hatchback, 5 speed,
stricted, joins good condition. 1954
PW, AM/FM radio,
Gatesborough, water, Dodge, 2 door, hemi
engine, fair condition. good condition. Call
sewer and gas. 753-5541.
Moving, must sell. 753- after 5:30p m. 753-5643.
RETIREES: Coleman
1981 FORD Escort
6475 or 437 4817
Real Estate has 3 ideal
1969 CHRYSLER 440, stationwagon, 87,000
properties outside of
miles, 4 speed, new
city, 2 acres plus, good mechanically, tires, $1,000.
753 6865
body destroyed. $150
140,000-S70,000. 753-9898
complete or trade for after 4p.m
350 Chevrolet engine in 1982 RELIANT wagon,
44. Lots for Sale
good condition. Route A/C, FM, tape. $2,500.
10 ACRES, 7 miles east
444, Box 50, New 753-9371.
of Murray on blacktop
1985 PLYMOUTH ReConcord.
road, $9,950. 15 acres, 7
liant stationwagon. 753miles east of Murray
8615 after 5p m.
with pond and some
1977 AMC Pacer, 72,000 1986 CUTLASS
Ciera, 4
fruit trees, $14,950. 436
actual miles. 753-6781.
door, V6, 18, xxx, char2165.
1979 PONTIAC Grand coal, $7,950. 753-1701.
BUILDING Lots: 1/4 Prix, 2 door, brown with 1986
VOLKSWAGON
mile of Ky. Lake. Call
half -vinyl top, new Jetta,
4 door, air, 5
evenings (502) 354 8060.
brakes, new battery, speed, AM/FM
cass
pretty new tires, 82,000
SHADY lot in Sherwood
ette, excellent condi
miles. Asking $2,500 or ti on,
Forest. All Services. .759
$5,950. 527-8477.
take over payments.
9268
436-2176 between 11 a.m .
Now it's
and 7p.m 436 5.449 after
7p.m.
46. Homes for Sale
1 9 8 0 CUTLASS
r,ee '800.3 5-3229
1984 VICTORIAN 14x70,
Supreme, high mileage,
2 bedroom, 1 bath, new
but extra nice $2,450
central air. 759-4173
759-9698.
after 6p.m.
2 BECDPROOM house, 5
miles south on Hwy 641.
Paris,
T 0 Y,10„T1IA
Newly redecorated
New & Used
throughout, large deck.
GM Executives &
of
Must see inside to
Program
Vehicles
appreciate. 492-8465
Murray. Inc
after 6p.m.
001-842-30
00
Financing on the Spot
2 BEDROOM, living
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
room, den in Lynn
Grove, $25,000. 759.4449
'U *Eider
'1117
1987 MAZDA 323, 38,000
or 753 8859.
miles, good condition.
'87 Dods 0
0•
19117
3 BEDROOM home in
753-4919 or 753-6095, ask
country, 2 extra sleepfor Keith.
'87 Ford Rmpr XLT PA '8987
ing room upstairs, large
BUY GOVERNMENT
living room and dining
'87 Ford Astons Ym
'9987
Seized and Surplus
room. Central gas heat
Vehicles from $100.
'87 Toyota Conde LE
1487
and air. 12 miles east of
Fords, Chevys, CorMurray. $50,000. Call
vettes, etc., in your
86 Cher, Calebrth
'11647
753-1203.
area. For info call (602)
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
ta Cordial io atom '7187
842-1051 ext. 1323.
brick home. Can be seen
GOVERNMENT
16 Honda Pilo&
'12,987
at 217 S. 15th St. Call
SEIZED Vehicles from
435-4534 after 8p.m.
$100. Fords. Mercedes.
To, Corolla LE
'6987
3 BEDROOM brick
Corvettes. Chevys.
ranch style, carport,
'86 Nissan 200SX
'1417
Surplus. Buyers Guide.
city, corner lot, good
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext.
86
Toyota
1
Ton
True*
'7117
neighborhood. AvailaS 8155.
ble now $44,000. Cole'86 Top* 4x4 P.U.
MUST Sell! 1177 Buick
1417
man Real Estate 753LaSabre. Serious in9898.
85 Dodge /rim
'4417
quiries. 492-8323 after
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
5p.m.
'1117
brick home, nice
neighborhood, $58,500.
50. Used Trucks
'85 Buici Park Am
'10,487
753-7629.
1972 FORD pick up, like
'15 Cavalier Type Ii
3 BEDROOM, brick, 2
'34117
new. 1981 Mazda with
baths, den with
air. 1987 El Camino pick
'15 Toyota Cori._ '1717
fireplace insert,--TeC
u_p,, 1.000_ miles. ,1978
room, 2 car garage, new
'65 Chem:411/A. 414' - 99111
T-Bird. B & B Broker,
paved -drive, 2 miles
inc. 753 4389
'34 Dodge Careartibla
south of Murray. 759
'1417
1981 PETER Built cab
1084.
14 ludo
.
4987
Over •tandum 400 CAT,
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
engine rebuilt, ready to
carport. 828 S. 4th St
'84.CcnaM
'14,987
go. Will take trade or
Zoned for business.
sale,- $15,500. After
'8411d Cmsm
7 ROOM house with 1
6p.m. 436-2388.
bath. 204 N. 12th St.
'1447 _1984 CHEVROLET S-10
14 UM Wu GT
Zoned for business.
Durango, Macho Leer
-S40,000. 753-5833 or 753'84 Ford Rap 414
'81117
fiberglass topper, V-6,
5422.
PB, PS, automatic, AC,
'84 Volvo
..'11447
BY Owner: 3 bedroom,
AM/FM radio, silver
full basement on 1 acre
'13111161X/
'6947
gray, sharp. 753-1729
within 1/4 mile of Ky.
after Sp.m
Lake on State Hwy. Call
'83 Clit-Temoda
'13487
1984
Ranger pick
evenings (502) 354-8060.
'83 led
up, short wheel base, 4
1417
FARMINGTON 2-story
speed, black, $2,600.
Victorian with ginger
'12 Cloy Vie
'7117
1984 Dodge Aries
bread and iron fence.
stationwagon, 55,000
Well maintained, 2-4
'12 V.W. Oimin SW
'3417
actual miles, $2,400.
bedrooms, den, dining
'64 Poribst Trans An
759-4634.
'1417
and living room, gar1984 FORD Ranger XL,
age, new roof on ap'82 Mum Smitrt
'2317
auto, air, $3,300 759proximately 1 acre.
9698.
345-2159.
'79 Gwyn. Ulna
'14117
OLDER 4 BR, 1 bath
51. Campers
'79 Torah Cressida
1917
frame house, 1 acre lot
AIRSTREAM Travel
with 290 ft. of road
'79 74ird
1117
Trailers, pre owned
frontage, good well. 8
Charles Cochran
miles north of town,
'79 Awl For
'1287
753-0114.
$22,000. Call James or
'78 Muds GLC
'117
FIBERGLASS topper
Neva Rickman 759,4059
for small short wheel
4 7 . Motorcycles
base truck with sliding
Price & Payment
glass windows on front
1978 HONDA 750 4 for
Displayed
and
sides. 489 2873.
sale or trade on car or
on each vehicle
!OR Sale 8' cab over
truck. $500 or best offer.
camper, sleeps 4, sink.
515 S. 12th
80/ S. 4th, 753 9489.
ice box, gas cooking
1981 YAMAHA Maxima
7 5 3-4961
battery or electric
550, excellent condition,
lights, $350. 1973 Toyota,
sacrifice, must sell.
4 door, automatic, mo
81,400. 753-9752.
•
tor locked, $75 Call
BORDERS Cycle and
753-8590.
ATV Center. Used
ATVs, parts, service,
52. Boats -Motors
accessories and tires
17 1/2' SKI boat with
200 North Main, Benton,
140 inboard motor, walk
Ky. 502-527-1680
through windshield
Boat, trailer and skis
$2,500 firm
435 4307
after 4p.m
MARINE batteries, 24
series, 85 amp, $29.99. 27
series, 105 amp, $39 99
Wallin Hardware Downtown Paris.
ikILBOAT 21 '
McGregor Venture.
sleeps 4, complete with
jib and main, genoa and
break leg, Evinrude
and trailer. $3100 or best
offer 436 2146.

Dan Taylor

Cher* Nimbi*
Cadillac, Inc. of
TN

53

Services Offered

PEACE & QUIET WORTH SHOUTING
ABOUT! This southern Calloway home is
as charming as it is affordable. Tasteful
decor abounds throughout this 6 room
beauty. Large landscaped yard complete
w/mini-orc hard and detached garage shop.

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
"The Village"

759-9ERA

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
LICENSED Electrician, 'Doug Jones Electric. Residential wiring
and electrical and elec
tric motor repairs. No
rewinding. Call
759-4751.
L&L Roofing & General
Repair. Also, gutter
repair and painting.
Free estimates. 10%
discount for Senior
citizens. 474-8057.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. Former County Attorney;
former District Judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St.,
Murr re-y-, -753
Home, 7534900: -

will be

OPENING SOON
in Murray!

• Waitresses *Cooks .Preparation Cooks
°Salad & Breakfast Bar Attendants
•Dishwashers •Bus Boys

Apply at. Job Service
1210 Johnson Blvd.
September 19-23

Services Offered

53

DUNCAN S landscaP
ing ana lawn service
provided for the Murray
area
For tree es
timates phone 753 3266
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping
Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading Phone
753-1537
MOBILE home specia
list for all your mobile
home repairs. 759-4850.
NEW business in ?Own.
Plumbing and carpen
ter work, odd jobs. No
jobs are to big or to
small. 10 years exieir5re. 753-2887 or
7
pD
erti5

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

WET BASEMENT' We
YARD landscaping
make wet basements
Leveling driveways and
dry. Work completely
bushhogging 436 5.430
guaranteed
Call or
or 753 0659
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
56 Free Column
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
REE 1 male and
WHITE rock, sand,
rip rap, dirt, mulch, female, 1/2 pointer and
bank, wash, slabs, 1/2 beagle pups 4
sawdust and cleanup. months old Days 753Will haul anything. 0405. after Sp m 436
2132
753-0467
•
*1
1

53 Services Offered
A 1 TREE Service and
stomp r•mnual Your
professional tree ser
vice. All types, remo
val, topping, feeding
Free estimates 50'
bucket truck and chip
per. Call 753-0906
ACE Lawn Services:
Mowing, Landscaping,
any type of yard work.
Call 492-8650.
APPLIANCE SER
VICE
Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 28 years
experience Parts and
service Bobby Hopper,
753 1872 or 436 5.848

753 •
5940 •
•
•

Custom Notch. n
Cabinets

PAINTING interior,
•
•
exterior. Free es
All Types Of
timates Call Craig,
•
Custom Woodworking
•
436 2292
•
PA. ROSE carpet and •
•
upholstery cleaning
•
•
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Quality results and •
•
•
satisfaction. 759-4450.
•Drop by I sow our showroom
•
PLUMBING repairman
ir 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY -1110nind Bunny Broach
with same day service.
Call 759 4850.
tiUALI TY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call C.
& A 436-2617.
Specializing in all Types of Commercial &
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Rooting, siding,
Residential Asphalt Paving & Excavation
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
Protect Your Asphalt Investment
753-6973.
SANTA HELPERS
With Seal Coating 4 Crack Repair
Professional Chimney
Cleaner offering fire
Locally Owned 11 Operated
box repair, damper
installation, custom
Mere to meet your needs today II in the future.
hood and bird screens.
436-5355.
810 Coldwater Rd.
Murray
753-0411
SEWING machine repair. All makes and
models, home and industry. Call Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket ,truck. Fully
SINCE 1938
insured for your protection. Stump removal
"QUALITY CONCRETE-ON-TIME''
with no lawn damage_
Free estimates. No
'obligations. 753 5484.
THWEATT'S Alternato Serve the
tor, Generator and
Sfarter $ervice, Old
Murray & Calloway Co. Area
Hwy. 641, Almo. Pulloffs and repairs, farm,
industrial and marine.
753-8742.
WALLPAPERING By
The Sisters. Call Sue
Sills 492-8315 or Sybil
Barrow 492-8,335.
WILL do plumbing in'CONCRETE BLOCKS •CEMENT 'SAND
stallation 8, repairs. All
'GRAVEL •CRUSSED STONE
guaranteed. Free es•MASONRY CEMENT •LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL
timates. Phone 492-8899
or 7531308.
WILL do roofing,
plumbing, painting, &
y a-rd w-o-r h. GailC.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355
753,11320._

k

Murray Paving Co. Inc.

NOW OPEN

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police
911

911

rORD

SHONEY'S

We will be taking applications for all departments.

53

BRICK block & concrete
driveways, sidewalks,
patios, house foundations,
chimneys. New and rep
air. 27 years experience
Free estimates Large or
small lobs Charles Bar
nett 753 5476
CONCRETE work,
driveways, patios, etc.
Call Joe Chambers,
247-729/
DAVE'S window clean
ing Commercial
re
sidential. Free es
timates. 753-9873
FAMILY Lawn Care
Specialize in lawn
mowing including
shrubbery and hedges.
Servicing city_ and
county. Lower rates for
Senior Citizens. Call
now and register with a
dependable Lawn Ser
vice. 753 3534 or
753-3.455.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753-4545 or
753-6763.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
tens installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753- 2310 for free
estimate.

7u7'

or
BR
lua I
tity.

mt

43

AKC registered Golden
2 bedroom house
8 miles southeast of Retriever pups, 8 weeks
Murray. Unfurnished, old S125. Call 642 2541
electric or wood heat. AKC schnauzer pup
Married couples only. pies, salt and pepper
References, deposit. color, male or female,
492 8594
show quality, shots,
wormed and docked,
$150. 352 2009
36. For Rent Of Lease
BLUE healer pups, full
PO ATE shaded lot blooded $50 each 437
for small mobile home, 4783
travel trailer or motor EXOTIC
birds of all
home 489 2595.
kinds, puppies
RENT to Own a Heavy• dachshunds, dash
Duty Washer and hounds, Boston terriers,
Dryer, $18 per week. pomaranians and
Call Movie World at others. Also some young
753-4663.
adult dogs 19011 642
7067.
SHELTIES, (Toy Col
37. Livegock-Supplies
lies), sable and white,
2 PURE bred registered 3548211.
Arabian horses. A 2 WESTIES Champion
year old gelding and a 3 line AKC, satisfaction
year old mare. Both guarantee $300 $600.
chestnut and bred from 759 4556_
a Lastna Star stallion in
California. Call 753-3683 4 0 . Produce
alter 6p.m.
APPLES. 489 2467,
HALF American saddle Tucker Orchards,
bred 3 year old philly, Murray Landfill Road.
sorrel with star, 15.2 H. APPLES: Gold and Red
Beautiful movements Delicious, Winesaps,
and confirmation, at
Ultra Gold, Rome
fectionate, trail ridden, Beauty and Mutsu.
"Wing Commander" Cider. Damsons.
751
breeding, $800. 382-2773.
4 725 . McKenzie
Orchards,
REGISTERED 4 year
old quarter horse mare, 43. Real Estate
excellent show pros
3 BAY clean up shop 10
pect, sorell with 4 white miles north on 121 on 1
socks and blaze. 15.1 acre with all hook ups
hands tall. 436-5867 after for a trailer. 753-0318.
7p.m.
BUILDING- 5 apart
ments with 25x40 store
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per
front plus land for ap
formance & semen proximately SO apart
tested. Excellent qual
ment units. 1303 Chestnut
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, St., adjoining MSU. 615
Ky. 522-8794.
262-0000.
FOR Sale: Good rental
property, four apart38. Pets-Supplies
ments, 1 block from
AKC Registered cocker campus. $42,000, call
spaniel puppies. Owner 753 1203.
retains rights to refuse KENTUCKY Lake
sales. 753-6716.
property for sale. 4
Ala collie puppies, bedroom house, 1 1/2
sable and white and bath, central heat and
tricolored. Females air, 8 lots, 436-2994 or
onry. 850. (901) 352-9329.
436-2821. Price $39,500.
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Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-2571

RANDY THORNT• HEATI
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trona and Corrior dealer
for sales end warylc• In Murray
and Calloway County.

=

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

753-5131

Poison Control
753-7588

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841

Center Dr Off 641 N
(Behind old Boston TeaPartv •
M-F 8-5
•Simulated convertible toys
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
'Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

We Buy and Sell !Used Mowers

MORRIS MOWER
SERVICE & SALVAGE
,

Save US buying used parts
Service on all makes

Overby Rd.

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952

759-1268

RI NIAt SALES
MOIS.

CENTER
,
YWO

Rent the tools you need.

753-8201

211 Main

Murray-Made Windows - 'Siding-Fencing
Downspouts A Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Cali Us Todayl
ARRI Alkl%Nat 45S(A1/4Ttf
nmasmonswassimmitsencma
121 By-Paaa
753-8407

Spouse Abuse Hotline
and Safehouse 24 Hour Hotline
759-4050

HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in
Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corner of East Main & Industrial Rd.

To place your ad in
the Dial-A-Service

7534606
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OBITUARIES
Euel C. Cope

Emily Nicole Boyd
Graveside rites for Emily
was the daughter of Ronnie t
Nicole Boyd were Sunday at 2 p.m. Boyd and Donna Lyons Boyd.
at North Pleasant Grove
Survivors are her parents, Mr.
Cemetery. The Rev. Danny Holt ;and Mrs. Boyd, and one sister,
°Instated.
Stacy Boyd, 701 Broad St., MurBIalock-Coleman Funeral Home
ray ; grandmothers, Mrs.
was in charge of arrangements.
Margaret Nell Boyd and Mrs.
The infant girl was stillborn FriAgnes Lyons, both of Murray;
day at 2:35 p.m.. at Murraygreat-grandmother, Mrs Lona
Calloway County Hospital. She Phelps, Murray

The funeral for Euel C Cope is
today at 1 p.m. In the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. John Hicks and the Rev.
Ricky Cunningham are
officiating.
Burial will follow in Union Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Cope. 76. Hardin, died
Saturday at 2 a.m. at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton

Mrs. Ruth L. Rasberry

William Barnes fSam l Atchison
Final rites for William Barnes
(Sam ) Atchison were Sunday at 2
p.m. in LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Pans, Tenn.
Burial was in cemetery of Foundry Hill Reorganized Church of
Latter-day Saints in Henry County, where he was a member.
Mr. Atchison, 68, Paris, died
Friday at Henry County Medical
Center. He was a retired 30-year
employee of Holley Carburetor, a
member of Puryear Lions Club
and a veteran.

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Paschall Atchison; two
daughters, Mrs. Shelia Garrett,
Shelbyville, Tenn., and Mrs. Nanny Bucy, Henderson, Tenn.; two
sons, Mike Atchison and David Atchison, Puryear; two sisters, Mrs.
Mary Bell Wimberly and Mrs.
Elsie Cheatham, Paris; six
grandchildren

Mrs. Ruth L. Rasberry, 76, of
Pine Bluff Shores, New Concord,
died Sunday at 3:10 p.m.(See accident report on page 2).
Her husband, R.C. (Bud)
Rasberry, died Dee. 1, 1984. One
brother, Dan Edmonds, also
preceded her in death.
. She was a member of Blood
River Baptist Church.

Born Nov. 27, 1911, in Missouri,
she was the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. William Edmonds.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Maxine Craig, and one
granddaughter, Jeanie Craig,
Henry, Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs.
Isabel Knight, Commerce, Mo.,
Mrs. Imogene Dodson, Blodgett,
Mo., and Mrs. 011ie Turner,
Orange, Texas.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Polluted air can hurt animals.
Team up with

William
Glenn Gamlin

•

A retired employee of Chrysler
Corp., he was a member of Harclin
Church of Christ. One sister, Mrs.
Ruth Ann Byers, preceded him in
death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Clessie Cope; two brothers,
Walter B. Cope and Calvin C.
Cope. Hardin; two nieces, Ms.
Carolyn Downs and Mrs. Nancy
Steele, Hardin.

friends and tell
everyone we

Services for William Glenn
Gamlin were Sunday at 4 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Burial was in
Mt. Zion Cemetery.
,Mr. Gamlin, 76, Puryear, Tenn.,
died Friday morning at Henry
County Medical Center, Paris.
He was a retired service station
operator, carpenter and farmer.
He was a member of Puryear Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Marie Jackson Gamlin; one
daughter, Mrs. Wanda Hagge,
Clarksville, Tenn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Lucille Callicott and Miss Vivian Gamlin, Puryear; one
brother, Dorris Gamlin, Puryar;
four grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
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Emmert attends
national VFW

convention
Past Post Commander Roger
Emmert of the H. Eddie Roberts,
Jr. Post 6291 of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars in Murray recently
returned from Chicago. Ill, where
he-attended the 89th National VFW
Convention.
During the past year, Emmert
has traveled to several meetings
and earned several awards. He
traveled to such places as:
W
on, D.C., Kansas City,
Mo. and
ago, Ill. He was also
awarded thele -Frost thmmander honor in Ju
f this year.
It is one of the mos
veted
, awards for a post commander.
Emmert was honored at the national convention with the highest
award a post commander can
receive, the position of co-captain
of the All-American Team Commander. Emmert, the only post
commander attending the convention from Kentucky, was selected
from over 10,214 commanders in
the nation. He has been the
number one post commander on
the National Honor Roll of Post
Commanders from Oct. 1987 to
June, 1988.
,
Emmert was elected District
One commander from 1988-89 and
he is on the VF,W Council of Administration for the state. He was
appointed by Earl Stocks Jr.,
commander-in-chief of the VFW to
serve on the National Committee
on Americanism and Community
Activities.
The local VFW leader received
his All-American cap and diamond lapel pin from Stocks, a
WWII veteran, and Larry Rivers,
new commander-in-chief of the
VFW for 198849, Vietnam
veteran.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars is
the largest orginzation with 32
years of continuous membership
increase.

An instructor at the Hazardous Materials Training Center at Murray
State University demonstrates the use of an encapsulated suit for
handling hazardous waste materials. The pilot course for a five-year
training program funded by a $780,000 federal grant begins on Monday, Sept. 19. The training is conducted by the Department of Safety
Engineering and Health on the campus.

TVA HONORS MURRAY WOMAN — Elizabeth Wellbaum, 1323-1/2A
Main Street, Murray, recently received TVA's Bronze Award in the
agency's Valley-wide Employee Recognition Program for her contribution to the forestry program at Land Between The Lakes (LBL).
Through Ms. Wellbaums's efforts, LBL was recognized by the North
Carolina State University Hardwood Research Cooperative as hating
one of the best hardwood research plots in the country, She has been
recognized as an outstanding young forester by the Society of American
Foresters, has chaired the West Kentucky Chapter of the Society of
American Foresters, and was the first woman elected as chair-elect of
the Kentucky-Tennessee Section of the society. She is also affiliated with
the Tennessee Forestry Association, the Nature Conservancy, the National Parks and Conservation Association, and the Murray Community
Theater. She is currently a candidate for the Master of Science Degree
In Forestry at Southern Illinois University.
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Controlling your blood pressure can
reduce your risk of heart disease
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Mew

(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
milkOr
It's a poor time to get financially
involved with others. Think very
carefully before loaning anyone
money, as deceptive trends prevail
now.
IF BORN TODAY you are sensitive
and creative. You have a fine intuition
which you listen to. You work best
when inspired and most often choose
a career in the arts. Writing, music,
acting, and poetry are some of the,
fields which promise you fulfillment.
At,times you can be temperamental,
but basically are empathetic to the
needs of others. Pyschology, teaching, and counseling are vocations
which also may appeal to you.
Birthdate of: James Galanos, fashion
designer; Sophia Loren, actress; and
Upton Sinclair, writer.
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89 Chevrolet Caprice

Beretta

V-8 auto., P.S., P.8.. AC, AM/FM stereo

auto., AC, AM/FM stereo

$27 00 Pipr Month
650S0 Down
. Bawd

American Heart
Association

AQUARIUS

(Jan 20 to Feb. 18)
A real or imagined slight concerns
you now. Don't make an issue about
something unimportant. Some criticism you receive today may be
Unmerited.

011

$221"
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Per Month
Down

48 Mon, ty

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
1307 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-2617
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BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753-3366

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You're tempted to go overboard in
the pursuit of pleasure now. In
romance, think with your head. Some

Lower the numbers
and raise the odds.
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ARIES
may face extra expenses in regard to
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
children.
Be careful that you don't overex- LIBRA
tend yourself in business. Someone (Sept_ 23 to Oct.22)
may fail to follow through on a
Some household repairs may be
promise. Be practical.
called for, but today is not the best
TAURUS
time to begin them. Get more than
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Pit one estimate and don't let yourself be
Small details need extra attention overcharged.
at work. Advice you receive now may SCORPIO
anger you. Make sure you're getting (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
the right story where legal interests
Small misunderstandings could
are concerned.
arise with others. It's not the best day
GEMINI
for getting your ideas across. Your
(May 21 to June 20)
tendency now is to dismiss some
Financial dealings with others important details.
should be avoided now. Be wary of SAGITTARRJS
business proposals made today. (Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
de
Guard against unnecessary expendiBy no means take any financial
tures. A child demands attention.
risks today and tryt not to be extraCANCER
vagant in your desire for good times.
(June 21 to July 22)
)
46 You're impressionable now and need
Partnership interests aren't espe- to safeguard your assets.
cially favored now. Be careful that a CAPRICORN
misunderstanding - does nest - arise (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
now. Try not to let little things get
You may be shirking a responsibilyou upset.'
'Ity at home or -avoiding a problem for
LEO
•
another day. Tact and diplomacy are
(July 23 to Aug.22)
needed in your dealings with bosses
You may have to think over your now.
position on a work matter. Someone
might let you down now. Do the best
you can now under somewhat limiting circumstances.

PAT GOSSUM

Will Legal Alcohol Attract Tourism
and Convention Business
to Murray?'
"Some hotels will not consider a location unless their facilit

can contain a lounge for the sale of alcohol."

WHOLESALE STORES

INC.

Ladies' Wear
Factory Outlet
Explosion

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242

25%0"

Alterations & Winter Storage

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)

Our Entire
Ladies' Wear
Department

-Polyester . . '68
Men's Suits
.418
Wool Blends. .
Sportcoats.. .'20°° off
and Cordurov
• Men's
(Includes Wool Blends

$25°

Each

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters. Sportcoats Meats Extra)

Sun 1-5
Mon -Sat. 9-5, Mayfield
,
St
204 SO 5th

'1.50 loch
Expires 9124/88

Visa-MC

247-2757

"Tour buses may not book a stop in a dry territory."
"Restaurant trade is aided by the sale of alcohol, because we
are surrounded by dry'territory.'
Executive Director, Tourist & Convention
Commission,.Bowling Green, Kentucky

You bet it will!
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